Animal
Management
Electric Fencing Systems
Weighing and Electronic Identification (EID) Systems
Water Monitoring Systems
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Together Bill Gallagher Senior and a mischievous horse
called Joe sparked a revolution in farming practises of
the day.
Choosing the family car as a scratching post, Joe inspired Bill Gallagher Senior to
solve the problem by electrifying the car. Joe got the message and the concept for
New Zealand’s first ever electric fence system was born.
It’s this ingrained spirit to push boundaries, using decades of field expertise from
around the world, which sets Gallagher apart. And we never, ever, take our eye off the
reason we’re here – to work alongside our customers to bring them brilliantly simple
solutions that make farming life easier and more profitable.

An investment in electric fencing is an investment in more profitable farming.
It’s true that electric fencing takes less time, effort and cost than traditional fencing but it’s as a
powerful pasture management tool where it brings most benefit. It gives farmers precise control
over feed to allow allocation of pasture and other forages through permanent and temporary
sub divisions.

How Electric Fencing Works

A short,
safe and memorable shock to create a psychological as well as a physical barrier.
NZL
Cattle
1. Energizer (power) is connected to the fence and the ground.

PROFITABLE
Maximise pasture growth, minimise feed costs

2. Power is sent along the fence in pulses.

SAFE
Animals remember and develop a respect for the fence

DURABLE
Stock pressure on your fence is reduced so it lasts longer

EASY TO INSTALL
Less than half the time to build vs a non-electric fence

ECONOMICAL
Costs less to build and maintain than a non-electric fence
3. Animal receives shock when it touches the fence.

Every electric fence system is made up of a power source and a fencing system. Selection of these systems
depends on farm size, fencing usage and animal type.
The following pages will help step you through the selection process.

ELECTRIC FENCE SYSTEM
ENERGIZER
Mains - Best choice if you have reliable mains power

POWER
FENCING

“A farmer himself, when Bill
Gallagher Senior invented New
Zealand’s first electric fence
back in the 1930s he probably
hadn’t even heard of the word
entrepreneur but that never
stopped him from being one”

p4

Battery - For remote areas with no mains power or
p16
unreliable mains power for temporary applications		
EARTHING
A key component, correct earthing ensures the shock
reaches the animal

p26

LEADOUT
The cable/wire combination from the energizer to the
middle of your farm

p27

FENCE TYPE
Use the fence selection guides to find the right system
and products for your fence usage & animal type

p28

GATES & UNDERGATE CABLE
Electric gates are a simple and flexible alternative to
traditional steel gates

p47

WATER MONITORING SYSTEM
A critical factor in ensuring continual supply and optimum
usage of available water
		

p52

WEIGHING & ELECTRONIC
IDENTIFICATION
A snapshot of Gallagher’s Weighing & Electronic Identification
range of products and systems
TSI LIVESTOCK MANAGER
WEIGH SCALE INDICATORS
LOADBARS, ACCESSORIES & PLATFORMS
HAND HELD EID TAG READERS
PERMANENT EID TAG READERS
SOFTWARE
SHEEP AUTO DRAFTER
STOCK PRODS

p54
p56
p58
p60
p62
p63
p64
p65

ICON GUIDE
Throughout the brochure & on our packaging we use
icons as a quick comparison guide

p66

SERVICES & SUPPORT
See how and where the Gallagher on farm and
customer service teams are able to provide expert help
		

p67

Mains Energizer System
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Mains Energizer Selection Chart

A Mains Energizer System is the best choice if you have reliable mains power.
All Gallagher mains energizers have in-built lightning protection and are tested under extreme
conditions to ensure unbeatable reliability – delivering outstanding performance day in and day
out. Gallagher medium and large energizers offer extra performance with low power usage by
NZL Mains Energizer
automatically
matching power output to fence load, as well as fence monitoring technology giving
you total peace of mind your fence is working effectively.

Cut Out
Switch

PROPERTY
SIZE
(Ha/Ac)

SINGLE WIRE
DISTANCE
Maximum Length
(Km)

MX7500

75

300/750

480

160

40

57

MR6000

60

240/600

420

140

35

48

MR5000

50

200/500

360

120

30

32

M2800i

28

120/300

240

80

20

15.5

M1800i

18

75/190

195

65

17

12.4

M1200i

12

48/120

144

48

12

6.6

M600

6

24/60

105

35

9

4.5

M300

3

12/30

75

25

6

2.0

M150

1.5

7/18

42

14

3

1.2

12

3

0.65

Page 6

LARGE (300+ Ha)

Energizer

STORED
ENERGY*
(Joules)

MODEL

Joint
Clamp

Page 8

Page 9

MULTIWIRE
MULTIWIRE
DISTANCE
DISTANCE
Typical NZ
Ideal Conditions
Conditions (Km)
(Km)

OUTPUT
ENERGY
(Joules)

KEY FEATURES
(See page 66 for icon
explanation)

Lightning
Diverter
Earth Stakes

Cable

Gallagher recommends the following products for earthing and leadout set ups, please refer to p26 & p27 for more options.

MEDIUM (30-300 Ha)

Page 10

Page 12

Page 13

Galvanised
Clamp
Page 14

Absorbent
Bentonite clay
(4kg) and salt
(2kg) mixture

1.2m
(4ft)

L JOINT CLAMP
G60304
Securely connects up to six cables
to the fence.

LIGHTNING DIVERTER
G64800
Gallagher recommends all permanent Energizers
should be fitted with a lightning diverter to help
protect from lightning damage.

1.2m Stainless
Steel Rod

SMALL (0-30 Ha)

Gravel or
coarse sand

Page 15

Page 15

Suitable for domestic animals & pets only:
SUPER EARTH KIT
G88000
Recommended earthing option; equivalent
to three earth stakes. Particularly effective
in poor earthing soils.

HIGH CONDUCTIVE CABLE (PREV: XL)
G627
For leadout and undergate cables with
MR5000 Energizer and higher joule
rated Energizers.

CUT OUT SWITCH
G607
Allows a section of fence to be switched off for
maintenance or fault finding.

M120

Page 15

1.2

4/10

36

* Stored energy is the best way to compare Energizers as it’s not affected
by shorting or poor earthing.

INCLUDED

SOLD SEPARATELY
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Mains Energizers - Large Farm

MX7500

75

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

MX7500

7

G37710

300
750

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

160km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

40km

• Output energy (joules): 		

57

• Dimensions:

460mm (w) × 345mm (h)

		

Power to the fence is automatically
adjusted depending on fence load, saving
energy & maximising fence performance.

The largest Energizer in the
Gallagher mains range, the
MX7500 is a high performance unit
incorporating leading edge technology
for more efficient fence and pasture
management.

Quick scan displays provide
peace of mind that the fence
is working properly.

Simple push buttons adjust output
voltage (5-8kV) and alarms for better
fence management.

On: Indicates normal
operation
Standby: Indicates
standby mode
Temperature:
Indicates if the internal
temperature is too hot
Service: Indicates
hardware faults that
stop the Energizer from
operating correctly

Terminals connect to:
Green – Earth
Black – Reference earth
Blue – Fence return measurement
Red – Lead out wire and fence

SmartPac Remote

G50250

Included with MX7500 and MR6000 Energizers. MX7500
also compatible with i Series Remote G50700 (p11)

Connect to wire
ON/OFF & INQUIRE
Inquire shows Energizer
display to confirm normal
operation.

Rubber seal and rechargeable battery
Shows current and voltage
in fault finding mode
MX7500 comes with its own metal mounting
bracket for easy installation (wooden backing
board not included).

Adjust the output voltage and alarm set
points with a simple push of a button.

Use the SmartPac as a ‘fault finder’, an
Energizer remote control and to check the
Energizer output from the field/fence line.

8

Mains Energizers - Large Farm

MR6000

60

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G37810

240
600

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

140km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

35km

• Output energy (joules):

48

• Dimensions:

		
		

455mm (w) × 337mm (h)

MR6000, MR5000

When you need serious power for large
farms, the MR6000 and MR5000 are
an ideal choice.
With power output that adjusts to fence conditions,
these units provide quality animal control with low
power usage and the convenience of remote control
on/off capability.

Power to the fence is automatically
adjusted depending on fence load saving
energy & maximising fence performance.

MR5000

50

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G37610

LIMITED EDITION 75TH ANNIVERSARY MODEL

200
500

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

120km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

30km

• Output energy (joules):

32

• Dimensions:

9

		
		

220mm (w) × 310mm (h)

LED shows which mode
Energizer is operating in.

Automatically adjusts
to Turbo power mode or
manually switch to Full
or Half power modes,
depending on fence load,
saving energy & maximising
fence performance.

Quick scan voltage
bar graph.

Lightning protection assures
reliable animal control.

Gain peace of mind as
Fence OK LED shows
fence is working properly.

On: Indicates normal
operation
Standby: Indicates
standby mode
Temperature: Indicates if
the internal temperature
is too hot
Simple buttons
to adjust output
voltage 5-8kV.

Service: Indicates
hardware faults that
stop the Energizer from
operating correctly

Split bolt terminals for
easy installation and
good connection.

Red - Fence & Lead
out Wire Terminal

Green - Earth Terminal

SmartPac Remote

Use with MR5000.
G50250

Included with MX7500 and MR6000 Energizers. MR6000
also compatible with i Series Remote G50700 (p11)

Rubber seal and rechargeable battery

“Using Gallagher mains energizers
we’ve got a very good electric fence
system that has plenty of power and
only low maintenance requirements.
It’s a system that’s sustainable well
into the future.”

Shows current and voltage
in fault finding mode

Glen Speed – Dairy Farmer, Central
Plateau

Connect to wire
ON/OFF & INQUIRE
Inquire shows Energizer
display to confirm normal
operation

XR1 Remote

Turn the Energizer ON/
OFF from anywhere on
the fence line.

G41300

Mains Energizers - Medium Farm
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M2800i

28

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G30610

120
300

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

80km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

20km

• Output energy (joules): 		

15.5

• Dimensions: 			

344mm (w) × 223mm (h)

The intelligent i Series system – the
fence that talks to you - Working
together the i Series system provides
fence information at a glance and if it
detects any faults, leads you directly to
them, saving you hours of searching.

M2800i

PRODUCTS IN DETAIL
(CONTINUED):
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IN ACTION:

FENCE MONITOR

A watchful eye on all corners of your fence

1

The M2800i comes with one monitor included, add up to five
more on your fence system to turn it into a fully monitored set
up that keeps the Energizer Controller constantly up to date
with fence performance.

Fence Monitor(s) recognize any
or Energizer performance and
raise alarms.

• Permanently install on the fence line and use across the
farm to monitor fence voltage and current at up to six
different locations (zones)
• Identifies when any zone has a fault and reports back
alarms to Energizer and Energizer Controller
G51000

ENERGIZER CONTROLLER

2

• Locate fault zones quickly and use the Remote/Fault
Finder to pinpoint the problem.

Alerts are sent to the Energizer
Controller, your mobile phone
(via optional SMS Energizer
Controller) and/or optional
Alarm System.

Ground breaking innovation, total peace of
mind that your fence is working as it should
Shows all your fence performance information (eg: voltage,
faults and location) in one convenient separate display box
that can be placed up to 50m away from the Energizer itself.

3

• Displays voltage & current readings at the Energizer and
for up to 6 attached Fence Monitors

The Controller and Remote
indicate which zone is in fault. The

• Locate in a convenient spot for instant updates eg: side
of the shed

within the zone.

• Locate fault zones quickly & use the Controller to turn
the Energizer on/off
• Fully waterproof for indoor or outdoor placement.
4
OFF

Energizer Remote &
Fault Finder with user
replaceable battery.

Fence Monitors placed
strategically around the
farm provide confident
animal control & accelerated
fence troubleshooting.

Energizer Controller allows
fence information to be seen
in a convenient location
away from the Energizer.

Energy efficient Energizer. Adjusts
power output to suit your fence
conditions. Provides incredible fence
performance for the unit’s size.

Power to the fence at the

REMOTE

Save hours searching for & fixing faults
The Remote pinpoints the fault within the monitored zone
and enables you to turn off the Energizer during repair
and on again once complete.
• Shows fence voltages and current

PRODUCTS IN DETAIL:
ENERGIZER

• Shows Alarm status for the Energizer and the Fence
Monitors

Reliable and adaptive performance even in extreme conditions
• Consistent fence performance regardless of extreme temperature conditions or
unreliable power supply
• Peace of mind assured with quick scan LED fence performance lights: green =
fence ok, red light flashing = fence fault and solid red light = increased fence load
• User safety and reliable animal control with built in lightning and short circuit
protection
• Better fence management with output, earth and fence voltage alarms
• Battery powered ability when used with an inverter.

using the Remote, allowing a
safe and convenient repair.

G50700

• One Remote can be used on multiple Energizers or
use multiple Remotes on one (or more) Energizers.

SMS Energizer Controller

Alarm System

Fence performance information
sent via SMS to your phone. Turn the
Energizer on/off from your mobile.
Operates on GSM mobile networks
(Vodafone and 2 Degrees).

Monitor a section of fence and
drive external strobe lights,
sirens or alarm panels if the
circuit is broken eg: gate opened
or a wire cut.

This product is sold separately.

G56760

This product is sold separately.

5
ON

Once the fault is repaired,
power is restored to the
fence and tested using the
Remote.

G57900
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M1800i

18

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

M1800i, M1200i

Mains Energizers - Medium Farm
M1200i

G30410

12

75
190

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

65km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

17km

• Output energy (joules): 		

12.4

• Dimensions: 			

344mm (w) × 223mm (h)

G30310

48
120

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

48km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

12km

• Output energy (joules): 		

6.6

• Dimensions: 			

344mm (w) × 223mm (h)

INCLUDED

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

(See page 11 for more detail)

Energizer Remote
& Fault Finder with
user replaceable
battery.

INCLUDED

Fence Monitors placed
strategically around the
farm provide confident
animal control & accelerated
fence troubleshooting.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

(See page 11 for more detail)

Energizer Controller allows
fence information to be seen
in a convenient location
away from the Energizer.

Energy efficient Energizer. Adjusts
power output to suit your fence
conditions. Provides incredible fence
performance for the unit’s size.

Energizer Controller allows
fence information to be seen
in a convenient location
away from the Energizer.

Energy efficient Energizer. Adjusts
power output to suit your fence
conditions. Provides incredible fence
performance for the unit’s size.
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Mains Energizers - Small Farm

M600

6

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

M600, M300, M150, M120
M300

G38111

3

24
60

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

35km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

9km

• Output energy (joules): 		

4.5

• Dimensions: 			

245mm (w) × 190mm (h)

LCD voltage and earth displays,
provide quick reference to the earthing
quality and fence performance.

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

Quick scan voltage
bar graph shows how
Energizer is performing
at a glance.

Green LED indicates
normal operation.

G38011

M150

1.5

12
30

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

15

G32810

7
18

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

25km

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

14km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

6km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

3km

• Output energy (joules): 		

2.0

• Output energy (joules): 		

1.2

• Dimensions: 			

205mm (w) × 1 80mm (h)

• Dimensions: 			

205mm (w) × 160mm (h)

Green LED indicates
normal operation.

Quick scan voltage bar
graph shows Energizer
performance at a glance.

Output and earth voltage
alarms for better fence
management.

Easy to service,
modular design.
Split bolt terminals for
easy installation and
good connection.

Terminals connect to:
Green – Earth
Black – Reference Earth
Yellow – Low Power
Red
– Lead out Cable and Fence

Split bolt terminals for
easy installation and
good connection.

Flexibility in fence management
as full and low power can be used
independently on different fences.

M120

1.2

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

“Power, performance
and reliability
– hallmarks of
Gallagher mains
Energizers’’

G33311

Designed specifically for
small farms and paddocks.

4
10

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

12km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

3km

• Output energy (joules): 		

0.65

• Dimensions: 			

148mm (w) × 167mm (h)

Compact, modular design for
easy installation and servicing.

Green LED indicates
normal operation.
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Battery Energizer Systems

Battery Energizer Systems

For strip grazing, temporary fencing or setting up electric
fencing where there is unreliable or no mains power, a Battery
Energizer System is the best choice.

17

Permanent Installation – For remote areas that have unreliable or no access to
mains power.
NZL Solar Energizer

NZL Solar Energizer

NZL Battery Energizer

Note:
Gallagher Solar Energizers
can also be permanently mounted.

Factors to consider when choosing a Battery Energizer:
Solar Panel

Size of area to fence

Permanent or portable use

Battery recharge option
Energizer

See the selection chart (pg18)
to determine the best Energizer
to use, based on the size of the
area you want to fence. Note: all
Gallagher Mains Energizers can be
converted to a solar system using
Gallagher recommended* 12V
inverter, solar panels and battery,
providing even more options for
remote sites.

See the selection chart (pg18) to
decide which Energizers are suited
for permanent installations, in
remote areas with no mains power,
and those Energizers that provide
portable power ideal for short term
animal control.

All Gallagher Battery Energizers
have rechargeable or reusable
batteries. Maintaining the charge
in the battery is achieved via a
solar panel (either as a separate
solar kit or integrated solar panel
on some models) or by periodically
disconnecting and recharging it via
mains.

TURN TO PAGE 19 FOR
SOLAR PANEL AND BATTERY
SELECTION.
12v Deep Cycle Battery
G51700

Earth Stakes

Cut Out
Switch

Joint
Clamp

Lightning
Diverter

Cable

Portable Installation – Ideal for short-term animal control and rotational grazing.

Recharge Battery
via Mains
B11
B180
B280

B200
B300

Solar Panel Kit

Solar
Recharge
Integrated

B200
B300

S20
S50

Replaceable
9V Alkaline or D Cell
Battery
B11
B40
L JOINT CLAMP
G60304
Securely connects
up to six cables to
the fence.

SOLAR PANEL
Please refer to p19 for
Solar Panel selection.

LIGHTNING DIVERTER
G64800
Gallagher recommends all
permanent Energizers should be
fitted with a lightning diverter to help
protect from lightning damage.

Galvanised Clamp
Gravel or
coarse sand

*Note: use only Gallagher recommended components to ensure proper function.

Absorbent clay
Bentonite and
salt mixture

1.2m
(4ft)

HIGH CONDUCTIVE
CABLE (PREV: XL)
G6279
For leadout and
undergate cables
with MR5000
Energizer and above.

1.2m Stainless
Steel Rod

SUPER EARTH KIT
G88000
Recommended earthing option; equivalent
to three earth stakes. Particularly effective
in poor earthing soils.

12V DEEP CYCLE
BATTERY
G51700
See p19 for more
information.

CUT OUT SWITCH
G607
Allows a section of fence to be
switched off for maintenance
or fault finding.

Battery Energizer Selection Chart
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MEDIUM (30-300 Ha)

MODEL

INTERNAL/
EXTERNAL
BATTERY

STORED
ENERGY*
(Joules)

PROPERTY
SIZE
(Ha/Ac)

SINGLE WIRE
DISTANCE
Maximum
length
(Km)

MULTIWIRE
DISTANCE
Ideal
Conditions
(Km)

MULTIWIRE
DISTANCE
Typical NZ
Conditions
(Km)

OUTPUT
ENERGY
(Joules)

B1600

Ext

16

60/150

180

65

16.25

10.6

B700

Ext

7

35/90

120

40

10

5.6

Ext

2.8

15/40

105

30

8

2.1

B300

Int

2.6

15/40

90

30

8

2

B180

Ext

1.8

10/25

75

20

5

1.3

page 20

page 20

B280

page 21

page 22

page 21

KEY FEATURES
(See page 66 for icon
explanation)

Solar

Gallagher solar systems are high quality, reliable, easy to install and will last for years.
A full Gallagher solar system requires:
• High quality fully tested Solar Panels

• Purpose selected deep cycle battery and battery box

• A Regulator to protect the battery by controlling the
power flow (included with all Gallagher Solar Panels)

• Stainless steel Mounting Brackets, Bolts & Clamps
for longer life with multiple tilt positions for maximum
sunlight exposure.

Solar Panels
Watt Power Output
(for charging a 12 volt
battery)
G49600 120W Panel
G49580 80W Panel
G49002 40W Panel
G49520 20W Panel
G49510 10W Panel

BATTERY CASE
G54200

SMALL (0-30 Ha)

page 22

Int

1.45

10/25

60

20

5

1.1

12V 100AH
DEEP CYCLE BATTERY
G51700

To power your Battery Energizer using solar panels you need to consider two factors:
1. Size of Energizer (larger Energizers draw more current
& need larger solar panels)
2. Sunlight in your area (larger solar panels are needed 		
for areas of limited sunshine)

B200

Use the NZ map opposite and chart below to match your chosen
Energizer with the right Solar Panel wattage required and the
correct Battery amp hour rating (battery capacity).

NZ Winter
Sunshine Hours
per month

75 - 117
118 - 133
134 - 150
151 - 166
167 - 183

S50

Int

0.5

3/7.5

24

8

2

0.35

B40

Int

0.38

2/5

18

6

1.5

0.28

page 24

page 23

Suitable for horses and cattle only:

S17

Int

0.17

0.8/2

4.5

1.5

0.5

0.11

B11

Int

0.11

0.5/1.3

3

1

0.3

0.09

page 24

page 23

* Stored energy is the best way to compare Energizers as it’s not affected by shorting or poor earthing.
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Small Farm - B280, B180

Battery Energizers - Medium Farm B1600, B700

B1600

16

B280

G39600

60
150

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

Red light flashes
intermittently or
not at all if fence
is overloaded.

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

65km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

16.25km

• Output energy (joules): 		

10.6

• Dimensions: 			

220mm (w) × 210mm (h)

2.8

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G36600

B180

1.8

15
40

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G36400

10
25

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

30km

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

25km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

8km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

6km

• Output energy (joules): 		

2.1

• Output energy (joules): 		

1.3

• Dimensions: 			

205mm (w) × 160mm (h)

• Dimensions: 			

205mm (w) × 160mm (h)

Battery not included.

Battery not included.

Quick glance green light shows
battery is ok. Flashes red if battery
is running low and Energizer slows
to half speed to conserve energy.

Battery Check

Rotary dial to change Energizer
operating functions.

Off
Terminals connect to:
Green – Earth
Yellow – Low Power
Red
– Fence Output

Flexibility in fence management - choose
high, medium or low power operating
modes. Also includes low and full output
power terminals to operate independently
on different fences.

Full Power

Battery save modes

Quick glance indicator light
shows battery and fence
voltage performance.

Random pulse 2.6x
more battery life
Night save 1.8x more
battery life

SOLAR PACKAGES (applies to B1600, B700 Energziers)

12V 100AH
DEEP CYCLE
BATTERIES
G51700

SOLAR PANELS
Please refer to p19 for
selection guidance

BATTERY CASES
G54200

Multi power option - can
be run on mains or battery
power. Mains power
adapter included.

B700

7

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

21

Neon fence light
flashes intermittently
or not at all if fence is
overloaded.

G39500

35

Split bolt recessed terminals
for easy installation and good
connection.

90

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

40km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

10km

• Output energy (joules): 		

5.6

• Dimensions: 			

220mm (w) × 200mm (h)

USE WITH:

SOLAR PANELS
Please refer to p19 for
selection guidance

Battery not included.

Flashing red light shows when
battery is low and Energizer slows
to half speed to conserve energy.

Switch to select
high or low power.

12V 100AH
DEEP CYCLE
BATTERIES
G51700

BATTERY CASES
G54200

Battery Energizers - Small Farm
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B300

2.6

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G39400

15

B200
1.45

40

B300, B200

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G39300

10

B40, B11
B40
0.38

25

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

30km

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

20km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

8km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

5km

• Output energy (joules): 		

2

• Output energy (joules): 		

1.1

• Dimensions: 			

320mm (w) × 380mm (h)

• Dimensions: 			

320mm (w) × 380mm (h)

G38610

5
2

Flashing red indicator shows
immediately if battery running low.

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

6km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

1.5km

• Output energy (joules) : 		

0.28

• Dimensions: 			

250mm (w) × 300mm (h)

Easy transportation, with carry
handle plus convenient earth
stake and leads storage.

Battery not included.
Requires: 12 volt rechargeable battery or 9V dry cell battery (G51300).
Energizer can be used with optional solar panel.

Battery not included.
Requires: 12 volt rechargeable battery.
Also available (but not included): Solar Kit G48401/G48501.

Flexible fence management
– choose from full or half
power mode to extend
battery life.

Carry handle for easy
transportation.

Quick glance indicator lights
show battery and fence
performance.

Maximise animal control and
battery life - choose full power
or night save (to save battery life
by up to 50%).

Easy battery
installation,
with simple clip
lock case.

Versatile animal control –
vary Energizer pulse modes
to suit different animals.
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Designed for outdoor use,
with super tough impact
resistant case.

9V BATTERY
G51300
Use with Gallagher
B40 Energizer.

G35311

B11
0.11

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G35310/G35311

0.5
Ideal for strip grazing.

1.3

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

1km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

0.3km

• Output energy (joules): 		

0.09

• Dimensions: 			
115mm (w) × 220mm (h)
(with stand) 115mm (w) × 850mm (h)
Battery not included.
Requires: Six ‘D’ batteries or external 12V battery.
12V battery leads included.

Shown here with solar panel.

G35310

Extend battery life
with adjustable
battery-save options.

Optional stand for
secure operation and
simple installation.
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Battery Energizers - Small Farm 		

S50

0.5

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

G35930

3

LED light indicates
normal operation.

S50, S17

Automatic Night Save mode
to extend battery life.

Energizer Remote
and Fault Finder
G50700

Fence Volt/Current Meter
and Fault Finder
(PREV: Smartfix Tester)
G50905

Quickly and easily locates fence faults

Save hours checking fence lines for faults

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

8km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

2km

• Output energy (joules): 		

0.35

• Dimensions: 			

430mm (w) × 460mm (h)

• Once fault located turn the Energizer
off remotely to allow safe and
convenient fence repair

• Large easy to read LCD display shows
voltage & current

• Rugged and reliable with a tough, water
resistant casing.

• Arrow shows direction of fault
• Auto On/Off when fence pulse detected

Battery included.
2M1528 S50 Replacement battery available.

• Water proof with up to 3 year life on
replaceable battery.

Can be used for both permanent
and portable fencing as it can be
mounted on a wall, wooden post or
waratah or placed on the ground.

12V rechargeable
battery and fence
leads included.

S50 RECHARGABLE
BATTERY
2M1528
Spare battery for the
S50 energizer.
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FENCE TESTERS AND REMOTES

Large rotary dial makes
it easy to check unit is
on from a distance.

7.5

Power System Accessories

Compatible with M1800i, M2800i,
MR6000, MX7500.

SmartPac
G50250

Live Fence Indicator
G51100

A remote control and fault
finder in one.

Place permanently on your fence and
simply look for the LED flash, for instant
reassurance that the fence is working.

Use with MX7500 and MR6000
Energizers. See pages 6-8.

• No batteries required. Uses power
from the fence
• Highly visible LED can be seen during
day/ night (up to 1km at night)
• Long life – water and UV resistant
• Simply put earth stake in ground and
clip on to fence wire or tape.

S17
0.17

G34432
Light indicates normal operation.

0.8

STORED ENERGY
(JOULES)

Digital read out for accurate
fence voltage measurement.

Simple indicator lights show
approximate fence voltage levels.

• High quality electrical contacts for long life
and designed to handle high voltages

1.5km

• Multiwire distance typical NZ conditions:

0.5km

• Output energy (joules): 		

0.11

• Dimensions: 			

295mm (w) × 305mm (h)

A time saving remote control that switches
an Energizer on/off from anywhere the
fence is powered. Use with MR5000.
See pg 9.

CUT OUT SWITCHES

A handy tool that allows a section of permanent fence to
be switched off for maintenance or fault finding.

• Multiwire distance ideal conditions:

• Highly visible on/off switch for status
checking at a glance

Cut Out Switch - Knife
G610

Cut Out Switch - Knife
G60770

An alternative to
a cut out switch.
Simply turn power
off or on to a
selected area.

Heavy duty design.
Simply turn power
off or on to a
selected area.

• Fully sealed, weatherproof & dirt resistant.

Battery included.
2M1246 S17 Replacement battery available.

SAFETY & PROTECTION

Built in solar panel charges
battery for consistent,
reliable fence performance.

S17 RECHARGEABLE
BATTERY
2M1246
6V7Ah spare battery
for the S17 energizer.

Fence Volt Indicator
(PREV: Neon Tester)
G50100

Cut Out Switch
G607

2

XR1 Remote
G41300

Fence Volt Meter
(PREV: Digital Volt Meter 3)
G50331

6v rechargeable
battery and fence
leads included.

Can be mounted on a
wooden post, waratah or
barn wall.

Flood Gate Controller
G60400

Install on flood gates to prevent
significant power loss when the
waterway is in flood.

Energy Limiter
G56110

A safety device that reduces
fence power in public areas or high
stock areas such as races or near
cowsheds.

Lightning Diverter
G64800

Gallagher recommends all
permanent Energizers should be
fitted with a lightning diverter to
help protect from lightning damage.

Warning Sign
G602000

A highly visible sign that warns that
a fence is electrified. Required by
law, to be used on boundaries and
anywhere else public have access
to a fence.

Leadout (Cable/Wire)

Earthing (Clamps/Stakes)
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Eight out of ten problems are due to improper earthing

Ensure optimum power to all parts of the fence

Setting up a good earthing system is often overlooked but it’s critical. It’s how the power flows from the
Energizer, to the fence, through the animal and back through the ground to the Energizer. Without good
clean earth rods in sufficient size and number the ground connection doesn’t work and the shock will
not reach the animal.

Leadout describes the cable and wire that carries the power from the Energizer to the middle of your
fence system. Much like your farm water system, ensure optimum power distribution to all areas of your
fence by choosing the most conductive cable/wire (biggest feeder pipe) relevant to your fence system.

All Live Wire System

Earth Return Wire System

Wetter Regions

High Conductive Cable (PREV: XL)

Fence

Tough polyethylene for abrasion
resistance in the ground.

Drier Regions

For use in greener regions with good ground conductivity. An ‘all
live system’ is where all fence wires connect to the red terminal
on the Energizer. A shock is delivered to an animal when it’s
touching the ground and the fence at the same time.

For use where the ground struggles to conduct enough power. An
‘earth return system’ is created where the live & earth wires on the
fence create the shock when the animal touches them both at the
same time.

Coated with a heavy duty
double insulation for
extra protection.

Energizer
(Cable)

(Wire)

Leadout

Live Fence
Earthing

Earthing

Live Fence
Earthing

MEDIUM

SMALL

>2km leadout & 200ha farm

0.5km-2km leadout & 60-200ha farm

<0.5km leadout & <60ha farm

ENERGIZER > FENCE

Super High Conductive Leadout Cable

High Conductive Leadout Cable

Hard Cable

FENCE START > MIDDLE OF SYSTEM

Super High Conductive Leadout Wire

High Conductive Leadout Wire

Electromax

Electromax

Electromax

Electromax

Gallagher Recommends
LEADOUT

2.7mm high tensile aluminium coated wire, three
times the conductivity of 2.5mm galvanised wire.

LARGE

REST OF FENCE

DOUBLE INSULATED CABLE: Energizer to the fence

Handy Hint

Voltage at start of fence 8kV

The 4-3-2-1 rule for earth stakes for permanent fencing
4 metres between earth stakes/rods
3 earth stakes/rods minimum*

2 metres minimum length of stakes/rods
1 wire connecting all earth stakes to Energizer earth terminal

*As a rule of thumb, use at least 3 earth stakes or the Energizer Stored Joules rating divided by 5.

EARTHING
Earth Stake
G87900

Super Earth Kit
G88000

Galvanised Clamp
Gravel or
coarse sand
Absorbent
Benetonite clay
(4kg) and salt
(2kg) mixture
1.2m
Stainless
Steel Rod

Recommended earthing option;
equivalent to three earth stakes.

1.2m
(4ft)

Particularly effective in poor
earthing soils.

2m galvanised stake creates large
ground contact for good earthing.
Also available in a 3 Earth Stake &
Clamp Kit (G87602).

Earth Clamp
G87600

Heavy duty galvanised clamps for
securing cable to earth stakes.

Earth Rod
& Clamp
G86100

1.5m galvanised rod ideal for driving
into hard or stoney ground.

Lightning
Diverter
G64800

Gallagher recommends all permanent
Energizers should be fitted with a
lightning diverter to help protect from
lightning damage.

ELECTRIC FENCE WIRE: Fence to middle of system

at 2km at 5km at 10km ohms/km

Voltage at start of fence 8kV

Super High
Conductive Lead
Out Cable
G91301 100m

7.5kV 6.8kV

6.0kV

2.5

Super High
Conductive Lead
Out Wire
G91300 500m

High Conductive
Cable (PREV: XL)
G62793 100m
G62796 400m

6.1kV 4.5kV

3.2kV

11.5

High Conductive
Lead Out Wire
(PREV: XL)
G92900 1000m

Double Insulated
Hard Cable
G62703 100m

4.2kV 2.4kV

1.4kV

35

Double Insulated
Soft Cable
G62711 25m
G62712 50m
(Ease of stripping)

4.2kV 2.4kV

1.4kV

35

at 2km at 5km at 10km ohms/km

7.5kV 6.8kV

6.0kV

2.5

6.1kV 4.5kV

3.2kV

11.5

High Conductive
Electric Fence Wire
4.2kV 2.7kV
(Electromax)
G93300 620m (15% more conductive than HT)

1.6kV
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2.5mm High Tensile
(Not sold by Gallagher)
Fence Wire

1.4kV

35.0

(equivalent to 15 HT wires)

(equivalent to 3 HT wires)

2.4kV

Calculations based on a heavy fence load (70 ohms).
CLAMPS

LUG

High Conductive Wire
Rope Lug (PREV:
Cyber Cable Lugs)
G61300 Small, 10 Pack
G61301 Large, 2 Pack

Connects cyber wire or cable to
cut out switches or terminates to
Energizer.

Three options for clamping multiple HT wires in a secure electrical
connection. Dedicated option for thicker cyber wire/cable.
Joint Clamp
(PREV: Hexagonal
Joint Clamp)
G60355

L Joint
Clamp
G60304

Cyber
Clamp Kit
G60343
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Permanent High Tensile Fencing

Electric Fence Systems

Find the right Gallagher electric fence system below that best suits your
needs then turn to the system pages to select the products. To find a gate
for your fence system go to page 47.
A

B

Permanent High Tensile Fencing

Safety & visibility are key for more unpredictable
animals like horses, Gallagher has specialised
products for your horse’s welfare.

Permanent electric fences for highly effective
animal control that lasts a lifetime.

C

D

Retrofit/Offset Fencing
Extend the life of an existing conventional nonelectric fence by retrofitting an electric wire.

Equine Fencing – Permanent & Semi-Permanent

In line straining allows the fence
to be tensioned and re-tensioned
as and when required.

High tensile wire systems create
long life, permanent electric fences.
They are easy to install and operate
and provide highly effective animal
control that lasts and lasts.

Portable Fencing
Easy to transport, assemble and take down for
short-term animal control or rotational grazing.

A

Basics of Permanent (A), Semi Permanent (B) & Retrofit Fencing (C)
End strain assembly provides an
insulated attachment between the
wire and the strainer posts at each
end of the fence.
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Permanent High Tensile Fencing

Permanent fences use highly conductive, corrosion resistant fence wire, wood, steel or concrete posts and high strength
components to keep fences looking good and working effectively for a very long time.

In line insulation attaches the fence wire to the in line posts,
keeping the wires at the correct spacing and height.

The following pages outline the Gallagher product range for each part of a permanent electric fence.

Fence Set Up
Cattle/Dairy

5–10m

Pig, Sheep, Goats

250mm

350mm
Wire
Mount

Post
Mount

250mm

350mm

150mm

Conductors
Double insulated cable
carries power between
Energizer & fence &
under gates.

5–10m

Galvanised wire
for longer life, high
tensile fences.

Offsets specific to Retrofit fencing (C),
hold the electric wire off the existing
non-electric fence wire or posts on a
conventional fence line.

Braid/Tape
economical,
semi-permanent
alternative.

150mm

350mm

150mm

Basics of Portable Fencing (D)
Reels hold the tape, braid or wire for the portable fence. You can use
just one reel for single line fences or up to four reels, attached to a reel
stand, for multiwire fences.

Posts are lightweight yet sturdy. Pigtail posts are most popular
for dairy and cattle fences and Multiwire treadins are used for all
other animal fences.

Conductors
Power Connectors are leads that
connect a portable fence to an
existing permanent electric fence.

Tapes, Wires and Braids are used on portable fences rather than the high tensile
galvanised wire used on permanent fences. Gallagher conductors are ideal for
portable electric fences as they are light, visible and easy to wind.

The superior corrosion resistance
and conductivity of Gallagher fence
wire make an ideal choice for a long
life option and coastal regions.

High quality, long lasting electric
fences are ideal for tough NZ farming
conditions.

Animals quickly learn to respect electric
fences and keep away – so the fence
looks good for longer, and protects your
investment.
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Permanent High Tensile Fencing

High tensile systems are long life, fixed electric fences.
They’re easy to install and operate, and last more than 10 years.

STRENGTH

INSTALL SPEED

GUARANTEE
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To find out how to add a gate to your
fence system go to page 47

Lead out cable and wire

End Strain Assembly

Refer to page 27 for a
description of leadout,
why it is important and
the options available.
Cable

END STRAIN INSULATORS AND STRAINERS

High Strain
Insulator (PREV:
High Strain Super)
G67814

High Strain Insulator
Kit (PREV: High Strain
Termination Kit)
G61814

Strain Insulator
(PREV: S Strain)
G67704

Insulated Wire
Strainer Kit (PREV:
Combination Strainer
Termination Kit)
G61803

Insulated Wire
Strainer
G79553

Strongest, long term end strain
insulation for high tensile permanent
electric fencing.

Simplest option for end strain
insulation; use at one end on
shorter fence lengths and add
strainer G61803 on the other end
or G64304 mid-fence. Fits up to
200mm/8” post.

Economical end strain insulation for
fences with little stock pressure or
semi-permanent setups.

In Line Strainer

How to compare wire
Look for the minimum
voltage drop as the fence
gets longer and look for
the lowest resistance
rating per/km.

Combined end strain insulator and
strainer. Simply tie onto strainer
post and wind fence wire onto spool.

IN LINE STRAINERS

IN LINE WOOD POST INSULATOR

In line Wire
Tightener (PREV:
Permanent Wire
Tightener)
G64304

Fits over wire for mid-fence straining,
increasing effectiveness of strain by
pulling from both directions. Ideal for
tightening existing fences or trellising
wires. Use with G64400 or G64500
tightener handle.

Permanent
Tension Spring
G62500

A versatile product which can be used
in-line or at the end of a fence with
built in over-stretch protection.
Use for:
• Fences with frequent snow loads
• Enabling irrigators to pass over 		
fence lines
• On very short fence lines to maintain
tension and prevent excessive strain
on end posts.

Ratchet style wire strainer. Can also
be used in-line by threading through
strainer. Tighten with G69530
ratchet handle or simple shifter.

Wood Post Long Life Claw Insulator
(PREV: Long Life W Wooden Post
Insulator)
G67224

High Conductive
Lead Out Wire
(PREV: XL)
G92900 1000m

at 10km

4.5kV

3.2kV

Wood Post Claw Insulator
See page 33 for detail
G67304

ohms/km

Wood Post PowerLock Insulator (top)
G69004
Wood Post Pinlock Insulator (bottom)
G68704
2.7kV

2.4kV

1.6kV

1.4kV

29.0

35.0

Two choices for fences needing to
be temporarily lowered for vehicle or
stock access such as on laneways,
beside drains & around silage pits.
No tools needed to install or remove
wire from insulator.

L Joint Clamp
G60304

Specific Kiwitah attachment, best
choice for permanent electric fencing
with Kiwitah posts.

IN LINE FIBREGLASS POSTS AND INSULATORS
Fibreglass Post (10mm)
1.2m 10 pk G81013
1.2m 50 pk G81010
1.5m 50 pk G81710
2m 50 pk G81910

Highly adaptable, easy to install
option that can be used in portable,
semi- permanent and permanent
fences.

Spring Grip Post Clip
(PREV: Quick Clip
10mm (3/8”)
G83005

Clip for secure attachment to
10mm fibreglass post.

OTHER IN LINE POST INSULATOR

Concrete Post
Claw Insulator
G70904

Rod Post Screw-on
Claw Insulator
(with locking tab)
G65604

JOINT CLAMPS
Joint Clamp
(PREV: Hexagonal
Joint Clamp)
G60355

Designed for steel posts, best choice
for permanent electric fencing using
Y posts or Waratahs.

11.5

(equivalent to 3 HT wires)

High Conductive
Electric Fence Wire
(Electromax)
G93300
2.65mm x 620m
(27kg coil)
See page 32 for detail

Steel Post Pinlock
Insulator
G68604

Kiwitah Insulator
G68004

PERMANENT ELECTRIC FENCE WIRE
at 5km

IN LINE STEEL POST INSULATOR

With extra UV protection this is the
best option for longer life permanent
electric fencing using wood posts.

The most popular choice for permanent
electric fencing using wood posts.

2.5mm High Tensile
(Not sold by Gallagher)
Fence Wire
Wire Strainer
G79504
See page 32
for detail

Steel Post Insulators

Wire

Voltage at start of fence 8kV

No wire tying, fast & simple. Includes
all three end strain elements - insulator,
strainer and steel rope. Simply slide
over the post and you’re done. Fits
up to 200mm/8” post.

Wood Post Insulators

Two options for clamping multiple
high tensile wires in a secure
electrical connection. Dedicated
option for thicker cyber wire/
cable.

Wood Post Screw-in Ring Insulator
G66604

Insulated Tube
(PREV: Insultube)

Effortless install (no staples or nails
required) using drill attachment
(G71300) to screw into wood post.

2.5mm diameter by
142mm G71401
12m G71403
100m G71406
4.0mm diameter by
142mm G71411

Flat back for stable attachment to
concrete posts.

Ideal for use in temporary electric
fencing with fibreglass rods and
standards up to 10mm/3/8”.

Alternative to longer life, higher
strength insulators.
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Permanent High Tensile Fencing Product Focus
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Electromax

Wood Post Claw Insulator

Get reliable higher voltages across your entire property - no matter what the size. Suitable for all types of permanent electric
fencing, especially for areas where improved conductivity is essential for fence performance and monitoring.

All Gallagher insulators are tested under extreme environmental conditions to ensure the best quality materials for longer life and
unbeatable reliability.

G93300

G67304

With on-going advances in Energizer power and capability, Gallagher insulator design has kept pace. The heavy duty, high
strength design of our insulators ensures outstanding performance day in and day out on the highest voltage, high tensile fences.

Patented advanced
zinc-alu alloy coating
delivers superior corrosion
resistance in tough NZ
farming conditions.

Made in New Zealand for
New Zealand conditions.

High tensile for long
life and better stock
containment.

All these benefits for the same price
as traditional 2.5mm high-tensile
galvanised fencing wire.
Ultra long life for
corrosion protection.

Zinc-alu coating is a self
healing coating allowing
for longer life of wires even
when damaged or cut.

Easy installation and can be
removed and reused with no
damage to the post or the insulator.

Delivers superior
electrical performance,
even under the highest
voltages due to long
leakage paths and
protective shields.

Minimal wire corrosion as open face
design reduces dust and algae.
Superior power performance
carries further while effectively
managing shorts.

Superior insulation with large
heavy duty shield to prevent pulse
arcing and reduce power leakage.
Extra strength jaws to
withstand significant fence
tension and keep wires
firmly in place.

Tough, durable and sun
resistant - made from UV
stabilized polyethylene plastic.

Coil size 27kg / minimum
620 metres long.

Wire Strainer

Fence Volt/Current Meter and Fault Finder

G79504

(PREV: SmartFix)
G50905

Ratchet style wire strainer. Can also be used in-line by threading through strainer. Tighten with G69530 ratchet
handle or simple shifter.

Save hours checking fence lines for shorts. Volt meter, current meter and
short finder in one. Tracks the source of erratic or poor electric fence
performance in minutes.

Versatile use – traditionally
for end of line straining
or for in line straining by
threading wire through
strainer instead of tying an
extra knot.

Robust, high quality
spring loaded
locking clip.

Long life galvanised
steel frame.
Suitable for up
to 4mm gauge
fence wire.

Increased spool hub
thickness provides
extra strength.

12 tooth spool, for fine
adjustment and easy
tightening action.

Quick scan voltage bar graph
when in current reading mode.
Extendable contact probe
for reading voltage on
energizers and other hard
to reach places.
Auto ON/OFF when
fence pulse detected.

Large easy to read
LCD display shows
voltage and current.

Large easy to connect
contact plates.

Arrow shows
direction of fault.
Easy switch to change
between current
voltage and reading.

Earth probe
connector for more
accurate reading.
Pocket sized tough, water
and impact resistant case.
Long, 3 year life on
replaceable battery.
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Irrigator Fence Crossing System

Permanent and Semi Permanent Equine Fencing
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Comprising dedicated spring bays and a ground anchor system, this system is designed to
ensure pivot irrigators are able to cross the fence safely without causing damage.
Ensures your irrigator passes safely over your fence
•
•
•
•

Extend the life of your electric fence
Open up your grazing management options
Stop the fence wires being picked up and dragged by the irrigator
Easy, low labour install, no crimping required

Irrigator Fence Crossing Design
WHEEL CROSSING POINTS
Stops wire being picked up in tyre tread.
Pivot Pipe
(10 PK) G72900
• No crimping required – straightened and pre-drilled for convenient install.

DEDICATED SPRING BAYS
Allows the fence to stretch and maintain tension during irrigator crossing.
Double Loop Pivot Spring
G72600
• Large, galvanised wire diameter & coil enables exceptional stretch
• Stainless steel spring restrictor wire shows fence stretch tolerance - if the
wire is tight more spring bays are required.

Horses are lively and at times unpredictable, so keeping them safely
contained is paramount but can be challenging. A Gallagher equine
electric fence is a safe, reliable and highly visible solution - designed
to ensure your horses’ welfare.

B

Equine Fencing – Permanent
& Semi-Permanent

Three options are commonly used for long term equine
electric fencing – a permanent fence using Equine Fence
Wire or semi-permanent Tape or Braid fences.

The following pages outline the Gallagher product range for
each part of a permanent or semi permanent equine electric
fence. Once you’ve chosen your products, see below for the
recommended permanent electric fence set up for horses.

Fence Set Up
5–10m

300mm
300mm

GROUND ANCHOR SYSTEM
Anchor system to keep fence locked to the ground.
Anchor Rope & D Shackle
(10 PK) G72803
• High quality UV resistant braided rope
• Cable tie to keep top knot intact
• Galvanised D Shackle prevents rope
from fraying.

Irrigator wheel assembling crossing
point.

Anchor Post
(10 PK) G73000
• Pre-drilled, 0.5m heavy galvanised Y
post for solid ground attachment.

600mm

EXISTING FENCE INSULATION
Secure wire attachment to post.
Pinlock Insulator
(25 PK) G68704
• Extra strong jaws enable the wire to slide through the insulator.

Irrigator wheel assembly crossing the
Irrigator wheel assembly half way over
fence line.
the fence line with the irrigator fence
deflector bar holding the fence line down.

Permanent fencing using Equine Fence
Wire is the safest, most effective electric
fence for your horse. This long life, high
tension fence uses specially designed
wire coating to reduce risk of injury.

Super Turbo Braid can be used as a
low tension semi-permanent fence
alternative to Equine Fence Wire. Braid
is designed not to tangle or overstretch
and is easy to install.

A semi-permanent Tape fence is highly
visible, simple to construct and will
last years, making this type of fence an
economical and popular choice for horse
owners.

Permanent and Semi Permanent Equine Fencing
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INSTALL SPEED

GUARANTEE
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To find out how to add a gate to your
fence system go to page 47
End Strain Assembly

Wood Post Insulators

Cable (Refer to page 27 for cable and leadout)

Wire, Tape and Braid

END STRAIN INSULATORS / STRAINERS
High Strain
Insulator (PREV:
High Strain Super)
G67814

High Strain
Insulator Kit
(PREV: High Strain
Termination Kit)
G61814

Insulated Wire
Strainer Kit (PREV:
Combination Strainer
Termination Kit)
G61803

Insulated Wire
Strainer
G79553

Steel Post Insulators

WIRE AND BRAID

Strongest, long term end strain
insulation for high tensile permanent
electric fencing.

Simplest option for end strain insulation;
use at one end on shorter fence lengths
and add strainer G61803 on the other
end or G64304 mid-fence. Fits up to 8”
/200mm slide.

No wire tying, fast & simple. Includes
all three end strain elements - insulator,
strainer and steel rope. Simply slide
over the post and you’re done.
Fits up to 200mm 8” post.

Combined end strain insulator and
strainer. Simply tie onto strainer post
and wind fence wire onto spool.

WOOD POST INSULATORS

How to compare wire - Look for the minimum
voltage drop as the fence gets longer and look for the
lowest resistance rating per/km.

Voltage at start of fence 8kV

Equine Fence Wire
(PREV: EquiFence)
G91200 250m
See page 38 for detail

5mm Striped
Turbo Braid
G62153 100m

at 500m

at 1km

Wood Post Wide
Jaw Claw Insulator
G67614
See page 38 for
detail

7.7kV

7.5kV

35

7.1kV

6.5kV

110

Wood Post Equine
Pinlock Insulator
G62614

JOINT CLAMPS

L Joint Clamp
G60304

Specifically for Equine Fence Wire
or Striped Turbo Braid, the most
popular choice for permanent
equine fencing using wood posts.

Steel Post Wide
Jaw Pinlock
Insulator
G66314

Designed for steel posts, best choice
for permanent equine electric fencing
using Y posts or Waratahs.

ohms/km

Wood Post
Staple-on
Insulator
G71208

Joint Clamp
(PREV: Hexagonal
Joint Clamp)
G60355

STEEL POST INSULATORS

Two options for clamping multiple
high tensile wires in a secure
electrical connection. Dedicated
option for thicker cyber wire/
cable.

Wood Post Nail-on
Insulator
G68408

For Equine Fence Wire fences needing
to be temporarily lowered for vehicle
or animal access such as on laneways,
beside drains or silage pits.

Steel Post Topper
Insulator
G68513

Safety and flexibility - add a single
electric wire/tape/braid to the top of
exiting posts using this protective cap.

Popular option for attaching an
electrified High Tensile wire on the
top edge of wooden rails to stop
chewing.
Economical staple or nail attachment
options for lower voltage electric
fencing in dry conditions.

Wood Post Nail-on
Claw Insulator
G68308

TAPE FENCES
Voltage at start of fence 8kV

40mm Turbo Tape
G62454 200m

40mm Poly Tape
G62402 50m
G62404 200m

at 500m

6.4kV

2.3kV

at 1km

5.4kV

1.4kV

ohms/km

240

2400

Wood Post End
Strain Tape
Insulator
G67013

Designed specifically for 40mm equine
electric tape fencing - includes anchor
for gate handle and cable attachment
(using joint clamp).

Wood Post Heavy
Duty Tape Insulator
(PREV: 40mm (1½”)
Super Poly Tape
Insulator)
G66910

Wood Post Corner
Strain Tape Insulator
(PREV: Corner Strain
Insulator)
G67012

Soft rubber jaws lock 40mm tape in
place and prevent wear.
Convert Corner Strain product
to End Strain Tape Insulator with
G67090 end strain plates.

Steel Post Topper
Insulator
G68513

Safety and flexibility - add a single
electric tape to the top of existing
posts using this protective cap.
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Retrofit/ Offset Fencing

Equine Fence Wire
G91200

The safe permanent electric fencing solution, designed specifically for horses. The smooth, large diameter coating is highly
visible and significantly reduces risk of injury.
Smooth large diameter coating is highly visible
and significantly reduces risk of injury if horse
makes contact with the fence.
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Retrofit/ offset electric fencing
is an economical and easy to install
option if you have an existing or new
conventional, non-electric fence that
you want to protect.

Highly conductive polymer ensures power
is maintained on long distances of fence.

Steel galvanised
core for high impact
strength and durability.

UV resistant white, stress crack
resistant pipe grade polymer for
high visibility and long life.

C

Retrofit/Offset Fencing

Offset brackets are fitted to the fence with
an electrified wire (or wires) on one or both
sides of the fence. The wire discourages
animals from biting or rubbing against the
fence, thereby extending its life.

A variety of offsets are available to attach
to wood post or steel post fences, or to
mount directly onto the wires of an existing
conventional fence.

The following pages outline the Gallagher
product range for a retrofit/offset electric
fence. Once you’ve chosen your products,
see below for the recommended retrofit/
offset electric fence set up for cattle,
sheep, pigs, goats and horses.

Fence Set Up
Cattle/Dairy

Pig, Sheep, Goats
7–14m

7–14m

Horse
7–14m

1000mm
700 – 900mm

Wood Post Wide Jaw Claw Insulator
G67614

All Gallagher insulators are tested under
extreme environmental conditions to
ensure the best quality materials for
longer life and unbeatable reliability.
With on-going advances in Energizer
power and capability, Gallagher insulator
design has kept pace. The heavy duty,
high strength design of our insulators
ensures outstanding performance day in
and day out on the highest voltage, high
tensile fences.

Easy installation and can be
removed and reused with no
damage to the post or the
insulator.

Delivers superior
electrical performance,
even under the highest
voltages due to long
leakage paths and
protective shields.

500mm

Superior insulation with large
heavy duty shield to prevent pulse
arcing and reduce power leakage.

Extra strength jaws to
withstand significant fence
tension and keep wires
firmly in place.

Minimal wire corrosion as
open face design reduces
dust and algae.

Specifically designed wide
jaws for Equine Fence Wire
or Striped Turbo Braid.
Tough, durable, highly visible and
sun resistant - made from white UV
stabilized polyethylene plastic.

Use a top mount offset for a higher wire
placement for taller animals, such as
horses.

A side mount pigtail offset is a popular
option for wood post fences. The side
placement is ideal for smaller animals
like sheep.

The Live Tip Offset’s electrified tip
provides added protection for the fence,
while the sleek design, with no protruding
parts, also make it extra safe for animals.
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Retrofit / Offset Fencing
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Retrofit/Offset electric fencing is used to protect and
extend the life of existing or new conventional fencing.
To find out how to add a gate to your
fence system go to page 47

Leadout cable and wire

Cable p27 End Strain Assembly

Refer to page 27 for a
description of leadout,
why it is important and
the options available.

High Strain Insulator
Kit (PREV: High Strain
Termination Kit)
G61814

Strain Insulator
(PREV: S Strain)
G67704

Insulated Wire
Strainer Kit (PREV:
Combination Strainer
Termination Kit)
G61803

Insulated Wire
Strainer
G79553

Permanent
Tension Spring
G62500

Wire & Braid

Wire Mounted
Offsets

Strongest, long term end strain
insulation for high tensile permanent
electric fencing.

Simplest option for end strain
insulation; use at one end on shorter
fence lengths and add strainer
G61803 on the other end or
G64304 mid-fence. Fits up
to 200mm/8” post.

Economical end strain insulation for
fences with little stock pressure or
semi-permanent setups.

No wire tying, fast & simple. Includes
all three end strain elements - insulator,
strainer and steel rope. Simply slide
over the post and you’re done. Fits
up to 200mm/8” post.

Combined end strain insulator and
strainer. Simply tie onto strainer
post and wind fence wire onto spool.

A versatile product with in-built
over-stretch protection. Use for:
• Fences with frequent snow loads
• Enabling irrigators to pass over 		
fence lines
• On very short fence lines to maintain
tension and prevent excessive
strain on end posts.

WIRE AND BRAID

Steel Post Offsets

Voltage at start of fence 8kV

at 500m

at 1km

Fits over wire for mid-fence straining,
increasing effectiveness of strain by
pulling from both directions. Ideal for
tightening existing fences or trellising
wires. Use with G64400 or G64500
tightener handle.

ohms/km

High Conductive
Electric Fence
Wire (Electromax)
G93300 620m

7.8kV

7.6kV

29

Equine Fence Wire
(PREV: Equifence)
G91200 250m

7.7kV

7.5kV

35

5mm Striped
Turbo Braid
G62153 100m

7.1kV

6.5kV

110

Wood Post Live
Tip Offset
SG204 160mm
SG205 260mm

With an electrified tip and zero
power leakage through the
post, the Live Tip Offsets are
an effective, new option for
protecting existing fences.

Two options for clamping multiple HT wires in a secure electrical connection.
Dedicated option for thicker cyber wire/cable.

Popular option for adding an electric wire to existing wood post
fences. Use side mount option for standard height or top mount
for a higher top wire placement (eg: horses) and one or both sides
of the post.
Side Mount
Pigtail Offset
(PREV: Pigtail
Offset – Sidefix)

175mm (7”)
G66021
400mm (16”)
G66011

Top Mount
Pigtail Offset
(PREV: Pigtail
Offset – Topdrive)

250mm (10”)
G66012
400mm (16”)
G66022

Top Mount
Double End
Pigtail Offset
(PREV: Pigtail Offset
– Double End)

800mm (31 ½”)
G66092

L Joint Clamp
G60304

WIRE MOUNTED OFFSETS
Mounts to the wires on your existing conventional fence; enabling you to locate
the electric wire anywhere on your fence line.
Two types - an easily replaceable pinlock option that enables wire to be fitted
under tension or an insulated tube option preferred by some farmers.

Fibreglass Offset
300mm (12”)
G81214

Bracket Offset
with Plastic Pinlock
Insulator 300mm
G65903

Unique patented lockset design ensures a solid post attachment.
Steel Post Live Tip
Lockset Offset
SG200 160mm
SG201 260mm

PIGTAIL OFFSETS

CLAMPS

Joint Clamp
(PREV: Hexagonal
Joint Clamp)
G60355

LIVE TIP STEEL POST OFFSETS

LIVE TIP OFFSETS

IN LINE STRAINERS
In line Wire
Tightener
(PREV: Permanent
Wire Tightener)
G64304

Wood Post Offsets

Look for the minimum
voltage drop as the
fence gets longer and
look for the lowest
resistance rating per/km.

END STRAIN INSULATORS AND STRAINERS
High Strain
Insulator (PREV:
High Strain Super)
G67814

How to compare wire

Wire Offset
G71012 Short leg
G71022 Long leg

For driving into a pre-drilled wood post.

Double End Steel Post
Live Tip Lockset Offset
SG202 160mm
SG203 260mm

Portable Fencing

RetroFit/Offset Fencing Product Focus
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Live Tip Offset
Stop livestock damaging your offset electric fence with Live Tip
Offsets. When the wire comes in contact with the end ring the
tip electrifies, discouraging stock from rubbing against it.

Portable electric fences are easy
to transport, assemble and take
down allowing flexible fencing
for short-term animal control or
rotational grazing.

Strong UV treated plastic gives
long life and strength especially
when used on rolling ground.

Quality insulator ensures
no power leakage to post.

D

Reduce animal injury with
no protruding parts.

Portable Fencing

A portable electric fence can be powered by any Gallagher
Battery Energizer (see pg 18) or simply connected to a
permanent electric fence supplied by a mains powered
Energizer. As portable fencing is so easy to move and set up
it’s a versatile solution for fencing any type of animal, even on
the most remote area of your farm.

High grade galvanised spring steel
for strength and rust resistance.

Electrified tip - when wire
comes in contact with end ring discourages stock from rubbing.

Fence Set Up
Cattle/Dairy

Sharpened end to drive into post.

Sheep, Goats, Pigs

Reels hold the tape, braid or wire for the portable fence. You can use
just one reel for single line fences or up to four reels, attached to a
reel stand, for multiwire fences.

Post Options
Wood Post

The following pages outline the Gallagher product range
for each part of a portable fence. Once you’ve chosen your
products, see below for the basics you’ll need for portable
fencing and the recommended fence set up for cattle, sheep,
pigs, goats and horses.

Steel Post

7–10m

Horse
Posts are lightweight yet sturdy. Pigtail posts are most popular for
dairy/cattle fences. Multiwire treadins are used for all other animals.

7–10m

Unique patented lockset design ensures a solid post attachment.

7–10m

200mm

160mm
SG204 (20 PK)
SG210 (5 PK*)

730mm-850mm

260mm
SG205 (20 PK)
SG211 (5 PK*)

600mm

250mm
600mm

200mm

*Cattle only (no calves)

SINGLE
160mm
SG200 (20 PK)
SG208 (5 PK*)

DOUBLE
260mm
SG201 (20 PK)
SG209 (5 PK*)

160mm
SG202 (20 PK)

260mm
SG203 (20 PK)

Power Connectors are leads that
connect a portable fence to an
existing permanent electric fence.

*Including calves

Note: Wire spacing will differ depending on the type of post used.

Tapes, Wires and Braids are used on portable fences rather than the galvanised
wire used on permanent fences. Gallagher conductors are ideal for portable
electric fences as they are light, visible and easy to wind.

Steel and Wood Post versions available:

*Note: 5 pack coming soon.

The multiple lugs on Multiwire Treadins
allow attachment of a number of wires
at different heights to accommodate a
variety of animal types.

Pigtail posts are a popular choice for
beef/cattle farmers. A single electrified
wire is sufficient to contain even the
most temperamental animals.

The SmartFence, is one of Gallagher’s
all-in-one portable fences. This instance
fence system combines posts, reels and
wire in one easily transportable package.
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Portable Fencing

GEARED REELS

PORTABLE FENCING CONDUCTORS

GEARED REEL SET
TRIPLE GEARED REEL SET
G63304

STANDARD GEARED REEL
Most popular option for fast winding (3:1)
on standard length portable fences.

Striped Turbo Tape 200m

G61158

Striped Turbo Braid 400m

G61151

Turbo Wire 400m

G61156

Poly Wire 500m

G61155

Poly Tape (12.5) 200m

G61153

Type

Tape, wire or braid – depending on your fencing application you may
want tape (high visibility) or braid (large diameter, woven product for
better shock delivery and easier handling) or standard wire.

Pre-assembled with post plus 3
Standard Geared Reels. Pre-wound
w/ 400m Striped Turbo Braid.

Pre-wound options:
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Portable electric fences are easy to transport, assemble and take down
allowing flexible fencing for short-term animal control or rotational grazing.

Conductivity

How much power and how far it’s carried - the table below lists the
most conductive product within each group first and compares voltage
changes based on an animal (500 ohms load) touching the fence.

Unique Design - The Gallagher difference for longer life and maximum effectiveness.
See p46
for more
detail

REEL ACCESSORIES

Lightweight & strong, for use on shorter, less frequently moved portable fences.

UV resistant leads to connect a portable fence to a permanent fence.

Econoreel
G61600
Capacity
500m
Poly Wire
200m
12.5mm Tape

Single Reel
Lead Connector
G63400

POSTS (All heights are from the foot)

Pigtail Standards – the most popular option for dairy & beef cattle
Standard
G64203 730mm
G64213 850mm

Heavy Duty
G64234 720mm
G64245 850mm

Ideal for softer ground,
welded foot design
reduces tangling.

Ideal for hard
ground.

Electrified
G64205 850mm
Electrified spring
on tip/shaft
discourages
animal pushing.

Multiwire Treadins – multiple lug positions for many animal types
Steel
G64253 875mm
G64263 1500mm

Heavy Duty Plastic
G63705 880mm
G63604 1370mm

For sturdy placement
that won’t deflect on
corners & replaceable
insulators for longer
life. Taller option
suitable for deer and
horses.

Unique ‘twist & lock’
design for easy fence
wire installation.
Extendable option ideal
for horses.

Braid, Wire, Rope

Multi Reel
Lead Connector
G63450

12.5mm Tape

Small Reel
G63030
Capacity
200m Poly Wire
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Conductor
Selection Chart

POWER CONNECTORS

NON GEARED REELS

Stripes are visually effective at
deterring stock from challenging
the fence.

RE
S
(Oh ISTA
ms NC
/km E
)

Quick & secure portable fence attachment
to permanent electric fence wire.

FE
NC
E

Insulated
Handle
G60630
(PREV: InsulGrip)

Patented Interconnecting wire,
regularly links all conducting wires,
bypassing any broken wires to
prevent power loss.

1k
m

400m 12.5mm Striped Turbo Tape
12.5mm Poly Tape
1000m Striped Turbo Braid/Turbo Wire
1200m PolyWire

Mixed Metals a balance of stainless
steel and copper for maximum
conductivity and long life.

FE
NC
E

Capacity for:

Rust resistant steel, tread-in post for
holding multiple reels for strip grazing
and temporary fencing. Includes chain
for securing to a post.

50
0m

Larger capacity for bigger paddocks.

Reel Stand
0.9m 1-3 reels
G63300
1.5m 1-4 reels
G63200

VO
BE LTAG
OF GINN E AT
FE ING
NC
E

MAXI GEARED REEL
G63150

5mm Striped Turbo Braid*
G62153 100m
(Prev:Super)

8kV

7.1kV

6.5kV

110

•

•

2.5mm Striped Turbo Braid
G62184 200m
G62186 400m

8kV

7kV

6.3kV

130

•

•

5mm Turbo Rope*
G62254 200m
G62257 500m

8kV

7kV

6.3kV

130

•

2.5mm Turbo Wire
G62054 200m
G62056 400m

8kV

7kV

6.3kV

130

•

2mm Poly Wire
G62004 200m
G62007 500m

8kV

1.1kV

0.6kV

6000

12.5mm Striped Turbo Tape
G62364 200m
G62366 400m

8kV

7kV

6.1kV

150

•

•

12.5mm Turbo Tape
G62354 200m
G62356 400m

8kV

6.4kV

5.3kV

250

•

•

12.5mm Poly Tape
G62304 200m

8kV

0.84kV

0.45kV

8500

40mm Turbo Tape*
G62454 200m

8kV

6.4kV

5.4kV

240

40mm PolyTape*
G62402 50m
G62404 200m

8kV

2.3kV

1.4kV

2400

•

•

See page 46 for more
detail

Physical and electrical barrier for
small animals. High quality UV
protected for long life, with built-in
posts for easy set-up.
50m w x 1.06m h roll
8 poly wires
14 posts

40mm Tape

A quicker and easier all in one instant
fence system, the Smart Fence
redefines portable fencing.

Euronet
G90400

*recommended for horses’

•

•

•

ALL IN ONE PORTABLE FENCES
SmartFence
G70000

•

•

•
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Standard Geared Reel

G61150

Built to last, the Standard Geared Reel is hardwearing and
easy to use, with practical features such as a transport
lock and heavy duty gearbox for simple fence set up.

Electric Gate Kits
Large comfortable hand
grip with knuckle guard
for safer use.

Heavy duty gearbox
for easy winding.

Long crank
arm for better
leverage.
Transport lock puts an end to reels falling
off the back of the bike or fence.

3:1 gear ratio for easy wind in and out.

When adding gates to your permanent electric
fence system, choosing high conductive under
gate cable will ensure maximum power transfer
between the two fence sections.
Gallagher offer a selection of hard and soft under gate cable
options, all of which are double insulated for better protection
and longer life.

Impact resistant reel
guide for tangle free
operation.

Fully galvanised frame and
white high impact hub for
durability in tough New
Zealand farming conditions.
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Large hook with transport
lock for easy, secure
attachment to bike
or fence wire.

Electrifying the gateway with a Gallagher Electric Gate is an
economical and simple to use gate option and makes getting
around the farm easy. Choose from high visibility electrified
spring, tape or bungy gates or all in one multi-strand tape gates.

The basics of an electrified gateway:
Shatter proof reel lock.

Electrified Gates are used to electrify a gateway and are an
economical and easy to use alternative to steel gates.

Clamps connect the cable ends to the fence.

Transport lock opens and closes easily.
Shown open here and closed above.

Smart Fence

G70000

A quicker and easier all in one instant
fence system, the Smart Fence
redefines portable fencing.

Temporary Paddock Creation
- guy ropes for corner fixing
enable temporary paddock
creation.
Multi-Reel Housing unique multi-reel housing
- four 100m reels.

Anti-tangling System patented self-tensioning
system prevents birdnesting during set up or
reeling in.

Quick set up - installs in
just five minutes and is
quickly dismantled.

Easy to transport and store nine standards and one main
end post. Standards lock into
position for tidy stowaway.

Cable is used for under gate power transfer. Soft cable is easier
to strip while hard cable offers the best protection in the ground.

The following pages outline the Gallagher
product range for each part of a gate.

Reel Drive System enables four wires to be
independently tensioned
by simply turning the
crank handle.

Effective Stock Barrier
- four 100m long wires
make an effective stock
barrier.

Sheep are ideally contained behind a
four strand electrified gateway. The
Multi Strand Tape Gate is a good all in
one gate option for sheep and it’s so
easy to use – you can open and close
with one hand.

Gallagher recommend a two strand
electrified gate for dairy and cattle.
Bungy gates are handy where the gate
needs to be stretched across a lane to
divert animals into the paddock.

Two stranded high visibility white tape
gates are ideal for equine applications.
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Cable, Gate Kits and Gate Accessories

SINGLE STRAND KITS

DOUBLE INSULATED CABLE: For undergate power transfer
Voltage at start of fence 8kV

at 0.5km at 2km at 5km at 10km ohms/km

Super High
Conductive
Leadout Cable
G91301 100m

7.8kV

High Conductive
Cable (PREV: XL)
G62793 100m
G62796 400m

7.4kV

Double Insulated
Hard Cable
G62703 100m

6.5kV

Double Insulated
Soft Cable
G62711 25m
G62712 50m (Ease of stripping)

6.5kV

7.5kV 6.8kV

6.1kV 4.5kV

4.2kV 2.4kV

4.2kV 2.4kV

6.0kV

3.2kV

1.4kV

1.4kV

2.5

11.5

OTHER GATE KIT OPTIONS

ELECTRIC GATE HANDLES

All Gallagher gate kits include a high visibility flag (see page 49).

Electric
Bungy Gate
3.5-7m:
G64050
5.5-11m:
G64051
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Pre-assembled gate - bungy cord
stretches to twice its length and
is ideal for on/ off laneways. Made
with stainless steel strands for
maximum life and electrification.

Soft Touch
Gate Handle
G69603
(for Tape)
G69703
(for Rope/Bungy)

Premium gate handle with
comfortable rubber grip handle,
and unique internal overstretch
protection. Rope/bungy and tape
versions available.

Heavy Duty
Gate Handle
G63930

Flat hook for maximum electrification
and extra safe handle which pulls out
on impact.

35
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Multi Strand Electric
Tape Gate
G71802
2 Strand 8m (cattle)
G71804
4 Strand 6m (sheep)

A low cost, all-in-one permanent electrified gate option with
multiple live strands, for practically any width gateway.
It’s easy to set up and use - open/ close with one hand.
Comes with mounting hardware and 12.5mm tape
(also allows for 40mm tape - not included).

Double Handle
Electric Bungy
Gate
5.5-11m:
G64055

An ideal option for laneways where
animals move from either direction
in/out of paddock, as the gate can
be opened from both ends.

Gate Handle
G68930 (Org)
G68962 (Yel Pk 6)
G68910 (Wht)

Large shield on handle to protect
from shocks. Yellow, orange and
white versions available.

Compression
Spring Gate
Handle
G62952 (Pk 6)

Ideal for use in high pressure
situations as compression spring has
extra strength and will not overstretch
under tension - ideal for tape gates.

Calculations based on a heavy fence load (70 ohms).
CLAMPS
Three options for clamping multiple high tensile wires in a secure electrical
connection. Dedicated option for thicker cyber wire/cable.
Joint Clamp
(PREV: Hexagonal
Joint Clamp)
G60355

Cyber Clamp Kit
G60343

L Joint Clamp
G60304

Electric High
Visibility Spring
Gate (PREV:
Ultra White)
G64010
(High visibility option)

Electric
Galvanised
Spring Gate
G64000

Electric
Tape Gate
G64100

Pre-assembled spring gate suited for
3-5m wide gateways. Longer life
design as spring doesn’t touch the
ground when gate is open.

ELECTRIC GATE ACCESSORIES

High visibility or standard options
available.
Wood Post 3-Way
Gate Anchor
G64902

Pre-assembled 40mm tape gate,
suited for 3-5m wide gateways.
High visibility white tape ideal for
equine applications.

Bungy Cord Roll
G89106 50m
G89109 250m

Tape Joiner
G65203

Electric
Gate Kit
G64110

Temporary Electric
Bungy Gate (PREV:
Race Gate)
G64053,
5.5 - 11m

Construct a custom tape or braid
gate of any size. Kit comes with all
components, excluding tape/ braid.

A temporary electric gate that
can be used to temporarily block
a laneway or race when moving
animals.

Super strong live anchor for up to
three gates coming to a junction.
Ideal for use in gateway systems at
the intersection of multiple paddocks.

Bungy cord stretches to twice its length
and is ideal for making highly visible
electric gates, particularly on/ off laneways. Made with stainless steel strands
for maximum life and electrification.

Tidy, secure mechanical and electrical
connection for 40mm horse tape
fences.

Tape Gate End
Joiner (PREV:
40mm Tape
Buckle)
G65205

Spare part for Electric Gate Kit
(G64110) and Electric Tape Gate
(G64100).

Electric Bungy
Cord Crimp
G89111

Crimp connector for securing
bungy cord to a Pinlock Insulator
or gate handle (G689, G639).

High Vis Flag
G89105 (Pk10)

Included in Gallagher Single Strand
Gate kits, or sold separately, to
increase visibility and reduce
accidents.

Drive Through Electric Gate
Hardware
G71100
Rods
G71104 1.20m/4ft
G71112 3.66m/12ft
G71114 4.27m/14ft
G71116 4.88m/16ft

So convenient - no more ‘stop/
start’. The Gallagher Drive Through
Electric Gate keeps stock in but lets
you through.
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Electric Gates Focus

Soft Touch Gate
Handle

Fence Tools & Fencing Accessories

FENCE TOOLS
G69603 (for Tape)
G69703 (for Rope/Bungy)

Premium gate handle with comfortable rubber grip
handle, and unique internal overstretch protection.
Rope/bungy and tape versions available.
Two attachment options: die cast
buckle for Tape; steel loop for
Rope/Bungy Cord/Braid/Wire.

Curved design reduces impact damage
eg: if stood on.

Steel restrainer plate prevents the
spring from overstretching.

Unique comfortable rubber grip.

Hook straightens under extreme
animal tension to prevent stock
injury.

UV resistant materials.

Multi Strand
Electric Tape Gates
A low cost, compact all-in-one permanent
electrified gate option for practically any
width gateway, that’s easy to use and quick
to assemble.
2 Strand (8m) (G71802) For Cattle
4 Strand (6m) (G71804) For Sheep

Two or Four Strand Models
Two strand model (G71802) for cattle
Four strand model (G71804) for sheep.

Tension Springs
Avoids over
tightening and
maintains tape
tension when closed.

Flexible Tape Length
Up to 8m on two strand
Up to 6m on four strand.

Live Gate Hook
Connects gate
handle to gate post
and electrifies
gate when closed,
disconnects power
when opened.

Quick and easy to
install - simply attach
to existing gate
posts using supplied
mounting hardware.

Foot Staple
Used to hold lower end
of gate handle to gate
post when closed.

Holds 12.5mm or
40mm Tape Widths
Comes with 12.5mm tape
and clips for 12.5mm and
40mm options.

Easy to repair if one
stand breaks, simple
change out tape.

FENCING ACCESSORIES

Fencing Plier
and Wire Cutters
(PREV:
Maun Pliers
G52200)

Specifically designed for cutting,
stripping and bending electric fence
wire with minimum wire damage.

Fibreglass
Drive Cap
G84700

Protects fibreglass post
when driving with hammer.

Screw In Tie Down
G61501
Screw In Handle
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Polycrimps
G61304

Non-rusting, long life crimp that
joins 5mm Turbo Rope – simply
compress with appropriate tool.

Warning Sign
G602000

A highly visible sign that warns that
a fence is electrified. Required by
law, to be used on boundaries and
anywhere else public have access to
a fence.

Screw In Tie Down
G61500 Screw In
Tie Down (5 Pk)

Anchor fences to the ground in dips
and hollows using this galvanised,
long life screw in anchor. Requires
Screw In Handle (G61501) to install.

Fast and easy to use. Remove and
re-use handle after tie down is
screwed in to the ground.

Strainer
Handle
G69530

Ratchet strainer handle for quick
adjustment of wire strainers (fits
most varieties of ratchet strainers).

In Line Wire
Tightener
Handle
G64400

Tightener handle for Gallagher
in-line wire strainers (G643).

Ratchet Wire
Tightening Tool
G64500

Rapid wire tightener handle with
super smooth ratchet action, to
be used with Gallagher in-line wire
strainers (G643).

Wire Twisting
Tool
G52300

Ideal for installing clips on posts and
droppers.

Wire
Crimping Tool
A609A

Robust, double action tool for
crimping wire joiners.

Fence construction is made easy with Gallagher’s
range of hard wearing, easy to use fence tools.
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Wireless Water Monitoring System

Gallagher Weighing and EID Systems

Available February 2014. A complete, simple solution for monitoring
and managing tank water and other fluids.
Very easy to operate and install, the system provides peace of mind that there is water available, helps prevent water outages
before they occur and ensures you gain maximum efficiency in water monitoring and usage.

How the system works
The system works by accurately measuring the liquid level in the
tank based on pressure, and sends this information wirelessly via
the Tank Unit to the Display Unit.

The Display Unit shows in an instant
how much liquid is left in the tank, saving
time by eliminating the need to visit the
tank/water source. It can be placed in a
convenient location on the farm ensuring
all staff can check the water status.

Wireless pump functionality
can be achieved by adding a
Wireless Pump Controller
to the system, allowing the
farmer to remotely control his
pump to ensure tank levels
are maintained as required.

The system’s range can be
extended with the use of
Ultra-Long Range Antenna.
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Gallagher Weighing and
Electronic Identification
Systems
Gallagher Weighing and Electronic Identification systems include a full range of leading edge,
robust and simple to use animal weighing, data collection and electronic identification (EID)
systems. Gallagher offers you a complete system to help you monitor and maximize performance
of your animals, and extract more profit from your farm.

One tank system

Wall Mount Touchscreen Display G98031
Desktop Touchscreen Display G98131
Includes a Level Sensor, Tank Unit and
a Display Unit.

The TSi weighs and records cattle
information.

Wall mount

Level Sensor
Measures liquid level in the tank.

Tank Unit

Transmits the data measured by
the sensor to the display unit.
Up to 8 additional Tank Units
(G98232 incl.Level Sensor) can
be connected to one Display.

Optional System Extras:

Desktop

Display Unit

Shows tank information at a glance. High res colour touchscreen
shows day to day tank levels and alerts to low levels or abnormal
usages – so leaks can be spotted immediately.

Wireless Pump Controller
Directional Long
Range Antenna

(G98310)

•

Remotely control your pump
to ensure tank levels are
maintained as you choose.

•

12V battery powered option
also available (G98312).

(G98500/G98502)

•

Increases range
to over 10km.

Gallagher Weigh Scale, BR Reader
and Sheep Auto Drafter.

Scanning sheep ear tags with a HR3.

The Gallagher range of EID tag readers, weigh scales, loadbars and accessories are fully compatible, offering a
wide range of capability and a system that will match your farm’s requirements. Gallagher weighing and EID
products are distinguished in the market by their advanced features and tough, farm ready design.
Electronic Identification

Weighing and Data Collection

The Gallagher EID Tag Reader range
includes permanent and portable
tag reading options, all with full ISO
tag compatibility. Permanent EID
Readers are fixed in place for hands
free reading and are the best choice
for animal identification at a fixed
location, such as a weigh crate or in
a race. The HR5, HR4 and HR3
Handheld EID Tag Readers are light
and easy to use - perfect for
portable applications for use at
different sites.

Gallagher weigh scales range from
the basic W210 model for entry
level automatic weighing, up to the
W810 model for advanced EID
compatible weighing and data
collection. The TSi is the latest in
Gallagher weighing technology, a
unique touch screen weigh scale,
computer and animal management
system which allows you to
instantly record and access data on
individual animals and groups of
animals.

For more information visit
www.gallagher.co or refer to
the Weighing and Electronic
Identification Systems brochure.
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TSi Livestock Manager

Weighing and Data Collection System

Electronic Identification (EID) compatible weighing and data collectors
(Weigh Scale W610, W810 and TSi) enable individual animal weight
management, helping you to maximise the performance of the animals
on your farm.
D

Integrated weigh scale, computer and animal management system.
Rugged Exterior
Tough farm ready design for all-weather use.

E
Simple Recording and Retrieval

KEY

A Platform (animal weigh box or
handler can also be used)
B Loadbars
C Loadbar Cables

B

C
B

Animal Performance Software
(APS Yard), allows collection of
comprehensive data and retrieval
of information at the touch of a
button, while in the yard.

Intuitive Software
Supplied with award-winning
Animal Performance Software
(APS Professional), for analysis
and reporting purposes.

D Weigh Scale (model W810
shown)

C

A

E MyScale Pro Software (loads on
your PC and is included with the
W610 and W810 Weigh Scale
models)

Significant Memory Capacity
Entire life history of all animals
stored for on-farm viewing.

Touch Screen
Full colour outdoor
readable touch screen with
large touch buttons.

What are the benefits of live animal weighing?
The Gallagher range of purpose-built live animal weighers allows farmers to:
•
•
•
•
•

Measure feed conversion to maximise yield by
monitoring weight gain over time
Monitor animal health
Confirm animal weights prior to mating
Determine weaning weights
Accurately track the number of animals on hand

W610 System

•
•
•

Select animals by weight for sale and slaughter
Evaluate breeding performance for genetic
selection
Maximise the benefits of having animals fitted
with electronic ear tags.

W810 System

Loudspeaker

Audio Out

USB Ports
Loadbar Connectors

TSi System

Fully comprehensive livestock management
system, extensive data recording and
analytical capability.

Internal Battery

Power

TSi

RS232 Ports

Exceptional Connectivity
Full integration with loadbars, EID
readers, auto drafters and other
management software.

G01900

• Animal weighing and data collection system enabling
improved livestock management and performance

• Access individual animal or herd information display 			
screens at the touch of a button, while in the yard

• Provides immediate access to detailed animal
information, anywhere, at anytime – in the yard or office,
or on the farm

• Evaluate breeding performance with a graphical family tree

• Award-winning Animal Performance Software (APS)
with yard mode and office mode interface:

• 4 GB memory allows storage capacity for at least 		
100,000 animals

o
Advanced weighing and EID system for the
stud or commercial farmer looking to weigh
and record data and to draft by EID number.

TSi pictured.
Dimensions: 280mm (h) x 350mm (w)

Bluetooth
Communication

o

Entry level weighing and EID system for
farmers wishing to weigh and record data
and to draft by weight.
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APS Yard is intuitive, simple to use and touch operated
for rapid recording and retrieval of information on
individual animals or groups of animals
APS Office allows comprehensive analysis and
reporting of animal information collected previously
in yards or on farm, and can be used on either the
TSi or Windows PC

• Comprehensive drafting capability. Draft by weight, EID
number or any other user-defined rule

• Bluetooth wireless connection for EID readers and drafters
• Advanced inventory reporting allowing detailed reports of 		
livestock inventory ‘on’ or ‘off’ the farm
• Advanced stock availability reporting allowing prediction of 		
number of animals within a desired weight range at a given date.
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Weigh Scales and Data Recorders

Weigh Scales and Data Recorders

A Gallagher Weigh Scale provides today’s performance conscious farmer with an
innovative weighing system that is not only tough, reliable and accurate but also
very simple to use.
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Weigh Scale W210
G01205

Entry level automatic weigh scale. Locks on animals’ weight regardless of
movement and has three weighing modes for quick and easy weighing.

Display Screen
Large and easy to read display screen.
W610 and W810 screens are also
backlit for in shed use.

Internal Battery

Feature Comparison Chart

Internal rechargeable battery with
charge indicator and low voltage

Model

shutdown. Mains battery charger &
12 volt battery leads supplied.

W210

W610

W810

TSi

Compatible with most loadbars

•

•

•

•

Computer and printer interface

•

•

•

Assign 15 digit visual tag against weight and EID number

•

•

•

On screen drafting statistics recorded

•

•

•

- Zero button

Individual animal notes and weight recorded

•

•

•

- Delete button

Condition score recording

•

•

•

My Scale Pro software for download of records to/ from weigh scale

•

•

Calculates average daily weight gain and carcass weight

•

•

•

Cross reference table capacity

12000

21000

100000

Max number of weigh records

12000

60000

100000

Automatic drafting interface

Up to 5 way

Up to 9 way

Up to 9 way

•

Simple Operation
Large push buttons:

Graphics Screen

- Manual weigh button

Graphics screen to display
weighing statistics and individual
animal data entry (W810 & W610
only).
Connection

W610 has communication ports for
connection to computer, EID readers and
drafters. Bluetooth Adaptor (G03203)
required to connect to EID readers.
Bluetooth wireless connection (W810
and TSi).
Rotary Switch
Large, easy to use rotary switch
providing easy access to multiple
weighing modes.

Clam Shell Design
Tough shock and waterproof case. For
operation in yard or on your desk. Provides
extra protection and easy carrying.

Keyboard
Large easy to use push button keyboard
for alphanumeric data entry (W810 &
W610 only).
235mm

215mm

Liveweight drafting

•

•

Drafting by ID number

•

Up to 9 way

Multiple trait tables (i.e. blood groups, genetics etc.) to collect and
edit data

•

•

Bluetooth connection to EID readers and drafters

•

•

Animal Performance Software (APS) Professional for advanced
stock analysis

•

Draft based on ADG or custom calculations

•

Review full animal history in the yard

•

Manage treatments and associated withholding periods

•

View animal pedigree information in graphical family tree

•

Create custom data fields and calculations in the yard

•

Weigh Scale and Data Recorder W810 (W810 pictured above)
G01805

Advanced EID compatible weigh data collector. Define your own animal
traits and activities and edit records on screen during weighing sessions.

Weigh Scale W610
G01605

Entry level EID compatible weigh scale. Allows draft statistics to be displayed
while weighing and draft category stored with each animal record for later
analysis.
The Weigh Scale W210 is ideal for basic
weighing tasks.

Using the HR3 Hand Held EID Reader to scan
heifers’ EID tags. Once in the crate, the W610
Weigh Scale records each animal’s weight
against its scanned ear tag.

A sheep inside the Gallagher Sheep Auto
Drafter being weighed using the W810 Weigh
Scale and a Permanent EID Tag Reader.
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Loadbars and Accessories

Loadbars

G06000/G06100

• 2000kg weighing capacity in 600mm and 1000mm
lengths

Heavy Duty Loadbars

Platforms

G06300

• 3500kg weighing capacity in 1000mm length

• Rugged galvanised steel chassis

• High capacity load cells are able to withstand large shock
loads

• Bottom feet-mounting holes extend beyond top covers
for ease of bolting down

• Heavy galvanised steel chassis construction to withstand
the harshest environments

• Slotted top-mounting holes fit most sizes of platforms

• Ideal for permanent installation under large crushes

• 6 metre long, tough polyurethane loadbar cables with
spring wire protection

• Bottom feet-mounting holes extend beyond top covers for
ease of bolting down

• Fitted with high quality, moisture proof connectors

• 6 metre long, tough polyurethane loadbar cables with
spring wire protection

• Fully waterproof

Aluminium Platform

G05800

Split Aluminium Platform
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G05850

• A high-strength platform designed to fit standard 2000kg
Gallagher loadbars

• A lightweight, high-strength platform designed to fit standard
2000kg Gallagher loadbars

• Suitable for weighing up to 1500kg loads

• Suitable for weighing up to 1500kg loads

• Combine strength and portability to reduce the time and
hassle involved in setting up weighing sessions

• Combine strength and portability to reduce the time and
hassle involved in weighing sessions

• Dimensions: 2400mm (l) x 705mm (w). Platform weighs 37kg

• Dimensions: 2200mm (l) x 650mm (w). Platform weighs 25kg

• A narrow version (G05801) is also available. Dimensions:
2200mm x 650mm

• Split platform enables easy transportation

• 2 year guarantee.

• 2 year guarantee.

• One half can be used as a shorter platform for smaller animals

• Fitted with high quality, moisture proof connectors

• No rubber mounts.

• Fully waterproof
• No rubber mounts.

Super Heavy Duty Loadbars

G06400

Heavy Duty Weigh Feet Kit

G05420

Rubber Lined Platform

• All of the features of the Heavy Duty Loadbars but have
4500kg weighing capacity in 1000mm length.

• Tough, stainless steel weigh feet for easy mounting under
cattle handlers and custom platforms
• 5000kg weighing capacity
• Fast and easy loadcell replacement without major lifting
• High accuracy corner to corner performance for
demanding weighing requirements
• Extra loadcell supplied in kit as a spare
• Compatible with Gallagher W610, W810 and TSi weigh
scales (also SmartScale models with an adapter).

Suspension Load Cells

6 metre Loadbar Extension Cables

• 250kg (G05500)

• 2000kg Loadbar (G05000)

• 500kg (G05501)

• 3500/4500kg Loadbar (G05100)

• Spring wire protected cable

• 6 metre long, tough polyurethane loadbar
cables with spring wire protection

• Fitted with high quality, moisture
proof connectors.

• Fitted with high quality, moisture proof
connectors.

G05820

Horse Platform

G05810

• A high-strength platform designed to fit standard 2000kg
Gallagher loadbars

• A high-strength horse platform designed to fit standard 2000kg
Gallagher loadbars

• Suitable for weighing up to 1500kg loads

• Suitable for weighing up to 1500kg loads

• Rubber lined for quiet operation and increased traction

• Rubber lined for quiet operation and increased traction

• Soft and smooth footing

• Soft and smooth footing for horses

• Dimensions: 2400mm (l) x 700mm (w). Platform weighs 52kg

• Dimensions: 2400mm (l) x 1000mm (w). Platform weighs 75kg

• 2 year guarantee.

• 2 year guarantee.
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Hand Held EID Tag Reader & Data Collectors

Gallagher Hand Held EID Tag Readers are the perfect tool for portable EID data collection.
Large easy to read screen

Fast and continuous
reading

Compatability

2.8” backlit colour display with hiresolution large graphics – easy to read
indoors and out. (HR4 and HR5 only).

Read multiple tags in quick
succession with one trigger
click – no need to
repeatedly click the trigger
between reads. (HR4 and
HR5 only).

Compatible with Gallagher and
other brands of EID capable
weighing data collectors.

HR5, HR4, HR3
HR4
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G03302

Easy recording of pre-defined animal data against EID tag numbers.
All of the features in the diagram opposite and chart below, plus:
Easily read visual and EID tag numbers

Collect data, not just EID numbers

Large display clearly shows
visual ID and EID tag numbers
to confirm the correct animals
information is being collected.

Choose multiple traits to record
against each animal such as
breed, sex, condition score and
pregnancy status.

Sort on the go

View animal history

ISO Compliant
Half duplex and full
duplex ISO compliant.

LED and Beeper
Beeper sounds and super
bright LED at end of
snout flashes, to show
tag read successful.

HR3

Pair with other devices
Easily connect via Bluetooth to
other devices and remember
these for next time.

ANIMAL PERFORMANCE
SOFTWARE (APS) INCLUDED
Analyse data and upload to NAIT
in three easy steps (APS Standard
valued at $230 incl GST). (HR4 and
HR5 only)

Simple connectivity
Cables included for PC connection
and to charge in-car on the move.
(HR4 and HR5 only).

ANIMAL DATA TRANSFER APP

HR5

See the features in the diagram opposite and chart below, plus:
• Create new sessions on reader to group tag reads from different
pens of animals
• Graphic display shows: Number of tags read in current session,
total number of tag numbers stored in memory, unique EID number
of last tag read, battery charge level and reader in record data or
transfer data mode
• Includes Bluetooth Adaptor for wireless connectivity to NonBluetooth EID compatible weigh scales.

Operation

Transfer animal data to NAIT using your HR3
and Android Smartphone. Available with the
HR4 and HR5 from January 2014.

G03303

Record, edit and customise data right there in the yard.

Link mothers to their offspring

Versatile data entry

•
•

Link mothers with their
newborns
Add birthing details and data
such as sex, birthing ease and
fate.

•

•

Numeric, text, date and pick-list
type traits can be entered eg. an
observation using the free text
entry field
Animal notes can be set to
appear when the animal is next
scanned.

HR5

5000

100000

100000

Rugged carry case

•

•

•

Comfortable ergonomic, soft grip handle

•

•

•

Bluetooth and USB connectivity to computer

•

•

•

Powered by internal rechargeable battery

•

•

•

Large 2.8” colour LCD backlit screen

•

•

Re-configure settings on the Reader itself

•

•

Vibration, audible feedback and LED confirmation of tag read

•

•

Continuous tag read mode

•

•

Visual ID cross reference table

•

•

Add and edit session names

Personalise session names (eg.
Week 13 Lambs, Pen 12 Angus,
Hereford Cows) making it easy to
identify sessions once uploaded
to APS software.

HR4

Tag Management

Session and
Drafting Activity

Visual ID’s can be added, and
used to identify and record
information against an animal eg.
replacing a lost EID tag number.

Memory capacity (stated)

HR3

Visual ID and EID

All of the features of the HR4, plus:
Maximise visual ID use

G03301

Feature Comparison Chart

Comes with handy
robust carry case

View past traits, activities and
life data recorded against an
animal.

Wireless EID recording with the same ergonomic design as the HR4 and HR5.

Market leading ergonomic design
Comfortable soft grip handle, and
ergonomically designed hand guard
to reduce risk of trapping hand or
arm in animal handler.

Sort group name is highlighted
on screen for easy reference
with optional group colours.

•

Look up animal from visual ID only

•

Edit visual ID on device

•

Record replacement of animal EID tag

•

Android App for easy transfer of animal data to NAIT

•

MyScale Pro software to download files and store sessions on PC

•

Animal Performance Software (Standard version) for PC

•

•

Number of animal traits per session

3

9

Pick-list data entry

•

•

View animal history by trait, life data or activity

•

•

Assign sort colour (virtual raddle)

•

•

Distinction between traits, life data and activities

•

•

Date and time stamp on all records

•

•

Numeric, free text and date data entry

•

Enter animal notes

•

Session name and notes entry

•

Link Mother to off-spring

•

*Andriod App available with HR4 and HR5 January 2014.
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BR Series
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

BR600 G03101
BR1300 G03102

Battery powered panel reader for livestock identification
Powered by internal rechargeable battery (battery charger supplied) and/or
external power supply
Reads both full duplex (FDX-B) and half duplex (HDX) electronic tags
Bluetooth wireless communication to weigh scale
Battery cable supplied for external 12volt power
Easy to read battery charge indicator
Internal memory stores 20,000 tags
Automatic antenna tuning
Tag counter display screen records number of animals scanned
Use with 600mm panel for constrained weighing of sheep or cattle in crate,
or 1300mm panel for dairy or other walk past identification applications
Read range up to 1m for 600mm panel
Read range up to 1.2m for 1300mm panel
Move electronic controller from one antenna to another
MyScale Pro Software supplied to download files and store sessions on
computer
Supplied with NAIT Exchange Software for easy and hassle free animal data
transfer to NAIT
Includes Bluetooth adaptor for simple wireless connectivity to
non-Bluetooth EID compatible weigh scales.

R Series
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software

Permanent EID Tag Readers

Extract more profit from your farm with Gallagher software.
Gallagher offers powerful computer based animal performance analysis software and a
FREE Android mobile app for quick and easy access and transfer of animal data from
your Android Smartphone to NAIT (download the Gallagher Animal Data Transfer
Android App from the Google Play Store or the Gallagher website).

Animal Performance Software (APS)
Simply the best weigh scale/reader integrated farm management software available and with recent
enhancements the software now offers a more intuitive and easy to user interface.

BR600

BR1300
Simple compliance with
national traceability
schemes eg: NLIS, NAIT.

Intuitive side menu to
access other program
features eg: connection
to device or creation of
draft lists.

R600 G03104
R1300 G03103

View individual weight
gain charts of full
animal history.

Easy access icons to
print, email or view
session data.

Battery powered panel reader for livestock identification
Reads both full duplex (FDX-B) and half duplex (HDX) electronic tags
Bluetooth wireless communication to weigh scale
Powered by external 12V battery (sold separately)
Automatic antenna tuning
Use with 600mm panel for constrained weighing of sheep or cattle in crate,
or 1300mm for dairy or other walk past identification applications
Read range up to 1m for 600mm panel
Read range up to 1.2m for 1300mm panel
Plug reader into weigh scale for scanning and weighing
Move electronic controller from one antenna to another
Includes Bluetooth adaptor for simple wireless connectivity to
non-Bluetooth EID compatible weigh scales.

View session contents
at a glance. Click on
column heading to
re-order.

Easily view sessions
stored on PC with
animal count.

View full animal history
and life data information.

R600

R1300

APS Professional

VALUED AT $1380

APS Standard

INCL GST

Is a comprehensive stock analysis tool
with powerful filtering and customised
reporting capability to give you virtually
any information you need on individual
animals or custom groups of animals.

Cattle automatically identified by BR600
as they enter the handler.

BR600 automatically provides sheep ID
number to Weigh Scale Indicator enabling
accurate collection of individual sheep weights.
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•

Create grazing reports, weaning reports or pregnancy scan
summaries

•

See what stock is located where and in which groups

•

Review animal pedigree information in a family tree and
related genetic performance

•

Use advanced filtering capability to refine the information
down to your exact need. Eg: Decide which pregnant ewes
to leave out the back vs those to bring in closer for birthing.

•

Or if running mixed dairy grazing mobs, re-separate by
filtering by owner and birth due date so they can go back
milking once they’ve given birth

•
Integrated BR600 system on cattle handler.

Included FREE with the
TSi Livestock Manager

Hassle free transfer of animal data to NAIT.

VALUED AT $230

INCL GST

New icon based menus, shown on the
screen above, make it quick and easy to
view and use current and historical
information on an individual animal level.

Included FREE
with the HR4
and HR5

•

Pre-set reporting enables quick analysis of frequently
accessed information i.e. full animal/ mob history, predict
weight of animals at a given date or date animals will reach
a given weight

•

Easy information sharing between vets, farm advisors,
dairy grazier owners, and farm managers and owners etc.

•

Hassle free transfer of animal data to NAIT

•

Can be upgraded to APS Professional.

My Scale Pro
This software maintains recorded EID, weight and draft assignment information at a session level. My Scale Pro comes
supplied with the HR3 Hand Held Reader, The BR Permanent
EID Tag Readers and the W610 and W810 Weigh Scales.
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Stock Prods

Sheep Auto Drafter

The Sheep Auto Drafter is a fully automated weighing and drafting system that is smoother,
quieter and easier to set up and operate than any other sheep drafting product on the market.
The Gallagher Sheep Auto Drafter includes the weigh crate, integrated load cells, integrated
control module with remote control and three way draft module. Just add a suitable electronic
weigh scale and you’re ready to go!
Compatibility
Compatible with Gallagher permanent EID tag
reader controllers. (Sold separately)

Three Way Drafter

Compatibility

Modular design makes for
easy attachment. Add
additional units to expand
to 5-way drafting.

Compatible with Gallagher and other
branded Weigh Scale Indicators. (Sold
separately)

Strong, safe and instant power for an effective, durable and inexpensive option to keep
livestock moving.
Stock Prod Professional Ramp Up

Stock Prod Professional Full Power

G05652

G05651

•

Unique patented ramp up power - the animal decides level of
discomfort before moving away

•

•

Decreases animal stress by minimising shock delivered - especially
important for animal handling prior to slaughter.

FULLY SEALED ELECTRONICS

SUPERIOR BATTERY LIFE

• Aluminium shaft with galvanised steel spring
provides unique strength and flexibility

• Fully sealed motor assembly
providing the ultimate protection
against moisture

• Class leading run time on one set of
batteries

• 89cm shaft included with both models

Short travel split gates
for rapid capture and
release at entry and exit.

High Strength

• Disassembles very easily and spare
parts are readily available.

• 59cm (G05653), 89cm (G05654) and 119cm
(G05655) shaft lengths (when assembled) also
sold separately.

Electronic Ear Tag Compatibility
Built in antennas for reliable read.

Remote Control Operation
Unit can be controlled by
one operator.

•

Balanced and comfortable hand grip

•

Disposable batteries included

•

Built in rechargeable battery

•

Safety wrist strap.

•

Safety wrist strap with button locking clip.

SG150 (PREV: 150)

SG003

Stock Prod Standard and Rechargeable Shafts
55 cm

• Sheep Auto Drafter includes a weigh crate with in-built
antennas, integrated load cells and a three way draft
module. EID compatible weigh scale indicator and an EID
tag reader controller (either Permanent EID Tag Reader
BR or R Series) are also required but not included
• Automatic operation – entry gate controlled by machine,
drafting becomes a one-person operation
• Very quiet both electronically and audibly - sheep are not
frightened
• Sheep friendly design - high stock throughput
• Virtually indestructible - composite material withstands
repeated sheep impact
• Integrated control - plug in air and power and the system
is ready to go

(SG055)

G05714

• Improved Health and Safety for sheep and operator - no
trapping points or metal bars to walk into
• Short travel split gates for rapid capture and release of
sheep at entry and exit of crate
• Extended life - integrated stainless steel load cells for
extended product life
• Flexible - easily adjustable sides to handle small lambs or
the largest rams
• Extend drafting capability to 5-way with the addition
of an extra drafting module. Additional drafter unit
(G05720) sold separately
• Compatible with Gallagher Weigh Scale and Trutest
indicators.

• Battery life averages at least 2 months in
typical professional usage applications.

Stock Prod Standard

Car Charger for rechargeable model

Sheep Auto Drafter

• Highly efficient circuitry and large capacity
D cell batteries

Stock Prod Rechargeable
SG250 (PREV: 250)

Composite material
withstands repeated
sheep impact.

Standard full power functionality.

SUPER STRONG SHAFT

• Shaft is robust to absorb sudden animal
movement, reducing stress to the user and product

Faster Flow
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82 cm
(SG082)

107 cm
(SG107)
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Icon Reference

Gallagher Service and Support

BROCHURE AND PACKAGING
Adjustable
voltage

Alarm capable

Energizer
Controller

Fence Monitor
included/
capable

Output voltage
bar graph

Remote included
/capable

Permanent
Fencing

Portable Fencing

Battery life
check

Battery save
options

LCD display

Low power
option

SMS capable

Your local reseller is the first point of contact for all of your electric fencing needs – with
over 200 resellers throughout New Zealand there is sure to be a store near you.
If you need help with large scale fencing installations and expert advice on setting up electric
fence or weighing and EID systems – talk to one of Gallagher’s Territory Managers.

Stored energy
Russell Wilson
Northland
m. 021 359 970
e. russell.wilson@gallagher.co

Martin Kinney
North Waikato / Hauraki
m. 021 928 053
e. martin.kinney@gallagher.co
Darren Smith
BOP / South Waikato
m. 021 523 367
e. darren.smith@gallagher.co

PACKAGING ONLY
Controls all
animals (Int)

Warranty

9v battery
included

12v battery
included

12v battery
powered

AA batteries
included

Area
powered

Mains Power
Adapter included
/capable

Mains
powered

Rechargeable
12v battery

Rechargeable
battery

Solar powered/
solar capable

Suitable for
outdoor use

Cable wire
diameter

Insulated Handle
included

Length

Offset length

Stripes deter
animals

Tape width

Use on
concrete posts

Use on high
tensile wire

Graeme Sutherland
Taranaki / King Country
m. 021 272 3153
e. graeme.sutherland@gallagher.co

Ken McMiken
Tasman / West Coast
m. 021 243 7713
e. ken.mcmiken@gallagher.co
Mike Ward
Manawatu / Wairarapa
m. 021 928 120
e. michael.ward@gallagher.co

Use on
Kiwitah post

Use on
rod posts

Use on
T posts

Use on
wood posts

UV resistant

Wire diameter

Bluetooth
included

Drafts by EID tag

Includes APS
software

LCD display

Use on steel
treadin posts

SOUTH ISLAND

Jamie McKenzie
Southland
m. 021 833 246
e. james.mckenzie@gallagher.co

Records data

USB
functionality

Drafting by
weight

Chris Richards 
Canterbury
m. 021 928 314
e. chris.richards@gallagher.co

Lindsay Whyte
Otago
m. 021 226 1880
e. lindsay.whyte@gallagher.co

If you have other queries, the following contact options may also be helpful:
Gallagher Helpline: 0800 731 500

Reads EID
tags

NORTH ISLAND

Ian Moorcock
Gisborne / Hawkes Bay
m. 021 275 0176
e. ian.moorcock@gallagher.co

Contents

Use on
steel posts
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Email: info@gallagher.co

Gallagher Head Office, Private Bag 3026 Hamilton Phone: +647 838 9800

Web: www.gallagher.co

181 Kahikatea Drive, Hamilton 3206, New Zealand.
Private Bag 3026, Hamilton 3240, New Zealand.
TEL +0800 731 500
FAX +64 7 838 9801

EMAIL info@gallagher.co
www.gallagher.co
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